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Abstract

child protection work is complex and difficult. our societ¡r

places recent college and university graduates in the position of
making critical decisions in frightening and. desperate situations of
child maltreatment. often these staff are inadequately prepared for
child protection work. In addition, they face chatlenges such as

interfacing with the medical and justice systems for which they are

often poorly prepared. There is little information on the culture of
child protection work from the perspective of the adaptation made by

current social work graduates in academic preparation for social work
câreers. It is important to more fully understand the cullure of child
protection work from the perspective of the ethnic or cultural origin of
the worker, the culture of the workplace, and the social construction
of these services. This construction is derived from the societal

discourse on child protection that has created and perpefuated the
need for this commodit5r or service

Child protection work is influenced by a large number of
reported cases (Feldman, 1997; MacMillan, 1998), finite resou.rces,

large case loads of children coming into care (Corcoran, Ig99), and a
large proportion of caseloads requiring cross cultural work (Manitoba

Family services Annual Report, 1997-98). The work is difficult and

demands many skills. These factors create a condition of stress and

uncertainty which child protection staff face daily. The sifuation is
further complicated by contradictory perspectives in child welfare
practice. Some hold the view that prediction of future conditions for
the child is impossible. others take the perspective that workers
should be able to make accurate predications in the interests of
protecting children. The news media stories about children being
returned to their homes inappropriately or taken into care when they

should have remained with their parents assume that any reasonable
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person lvould have known the correct decision to make in these
circumstances. These matters occur in the context of the workplace
of child protection in agencies which are staffed by recent grad.uates

of social work or communiþr co[eges. Most of this work is assigned
to empioyees who do child protection work exclusively. These
graduates a¡e hired by agencies that are frequently short of stafl due to
high turnover of employees. It is common for staff to begin this work
with little opportunit5r for supervision, to be given a fult case load by
the end of their fìrst week, and to have insufficient training in the
understanding of the risk factors pertaining to child maltreatment.
The system of case management may not place sufficient attention on
risk factors for child abuse and negrect that might help staff to make
an informed decision about the likelihood of reoccurrence of
maltreatment (Gove, l99s). This is particularly important since child
protection work involves high risk families from different cultural
grol¡'ps. One stressful aspect of child protection services is that the
relationship with the client is mandated. \Mhen the client d.oes not
seem motivated, workers take responsibility for the change and feel
exhausted and overwhelmed as a resìrlt (corcoran, 1999).

It is a logical extension of these observations to sfud.y how staff
learn the culture of this workprace and develop competence and.

mastery of work.

This is a study which asks the research question: \Mhat is the
nalure and culhrre of child protection work in winnipeg, in rggg,
from the perspective of recent grad.uates of the discipline of social
work? The proposal for this sludy was developed in 199g, as part of
the course requirements for a Master,s degree in community Health
sciences at the university of Manitoba. This srudy includes the
development of a theoretical model of the culture of child. protection
work, based on a review of the literature.



The objectives are to describe the formal and informal
acquisition of knowledge by employees who have recently completed 1

to 3 years as a child protection worker and to explore in a
retrospective fashion how they perceive their va-lues have changed..
This was done by looking at the narratives of the informants, with
interest in how staff understand. risk factors ín a cross cultural
setting.

sixteen main themes emerged in the analysis of participants,
responses. Four of these tfremes were chosen for detailed analysis
because they were cited most often by the informants, were the
themes about which staff had the most emotive content, and because
they were most relevant to the theoretical model. One of the 4 themes
cited for closer examination was the gap between theory and social
work practice. Another was the central role of cross culfural
experiences in child protection work. other themes which stood out
were the va¡iation in the use of a risk assessment method.olory, and
the importance of supenrision in the transition from new employee to
more senior staff. These themes are examined in detail with
supporting discourse from the informants.

child protection regulates one of the adverse effects of the
current sociar strrrcture, namely child abuse and neglect. These
services are provided sometimes with limited knowledge and
understanding of the people served. There is a place for expanded
knowledge to support increased. effectiveness of child protection
services. This knowledge witl likely contribute to the d.evelopment of
staff competence and mastery of tasks. This will presumably lead to
positive outcomes for the children in the child protection system.



Introduction

child protection work is difficult and complex, demand.ing
many skills. some of these skills include knowledge of child
development, family systems, communit¡r values, ínterviewing
techniques, assessment capacity, intervention planning, crisis work,
and conflict resolution. In addition, a working knowledge of the
medical and legal aspects of child protection is required. The work of
child protection is influenced by increasing number of reported cases,
finite resources, more children coming into care, and frequent work
in a cross cullural context. These factors create a condition of stress
and uncertaint¡r which child protection staff face daily. As stated by
corcoran, "Involved with the stressors and demands of child
protection, workers may feel overwhelmed, fristrated, and without
hope for their clients'ability to make use of services and to change in
a positive direction" (1999, p.a6\. The sifuation is further
complicated by contradictory perspectives in child welfare practice.
Some adopt the view that prediction of future conditions for the child.
is impossible, while others think that workers should be able to make
accurate predications in the interests of protecting children. The
dilemma for child protection staff is how to know one made the right
decision. sometimes there are horrors inflicted upon children as a
consequence of returning them to their homes inappropriately and
there are regrettable consequences of taking children into care when
they should have remained with their parents. staff face making
correct decisions in these circumstances on a daily basis.

The above system description applies across North America
where most child protection agencies are staffed by recent graduates
of schools of social work or communit¡r colleges. some system
characterization includes documents like The Badgley Report (19g4)
in canada and the observations of Schene (1989) in the united states.
Most of the work of child protection is assigned to employees who do
child protection work exclusively. These graduates are hired by
agencies that are frequently short of staff due to high staff turnover.
It is common for staff to begin this work with little opporfunity to
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work with a mentor, to be given a near full case load by the end of the
first week and to have insufficient training in the understanding of
the risk factors pertaining to child maltreatment (sigurdson & Reid.,
1987). This is particularþ important since child protection staff work
with high risk families, from different culturar groups. Aside from
anecdotaf information, however, little is known about how these
conditions may affect child protection practice. It is a logical
extension of these observations to study how staff learn the culture of
this workplace.

My interest in this topic stems from earlier research on the
characterization of the current system of child. protection in winnipeg
(sigurdson & Reid, L9BT) and some of the challenges faced. by agency
staff in doing this work (Reid, Hill, sigurdson et ar., rggr). The
research question was further refined by preparatory work on risk
factors in child maltreatment (sigurd.son, Reid, lggo and Reid,
sigurdson et al., l99s). The challenges faced by staff were described
previously (Reid & sigurdson, rg94) as a set of observations from
applying risk estimation knowledge in practice sifuations.
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Statement of Purpose

This is an initiative to learn about the nature and culture of
child protection work in winnipeg from the perspective of recent
graduates of social work.

Statement of Obíectives

There is little information on the culfure of child protection
work and the adaptation that recent graduates, employed. in this field,
must make. It is important to learn more about the culfure of child
protection services, particularly from a perspective of learning about
how staff understand risk factors for child maltreatment in a cross
cultural setting. Thus the objectives are:

(1) to describe the formal and informal training and learning of
employees who recently completed 1 to 3 years as a child. protection
worker in Winnipeg.

(2) to describe how the values of child protection workers have
changed in relation to cullural factors affecting workplace conditions
and work with clients.
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Research question

This study asks what is the nature and culture of child
protection work in winnipeg from the perspective of recent graduates
who have completed I - 3 years as a child protection worker?

Professional career narratives of child protection workers with
winnipeg child and Family services provide insight regarding the
temporal sense of the worker's experience. This is a personal
reconstruction looking backrvard on career experience and how more
and less experienced workers may reconstruct earlier experience.
This gives understanding of how culfural values were acquired before
work started and how they have been modified after several years in
this occupation. These narratives revea-l some of the cross-culfural
experiences of the ínformants.
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Literature Review

Overview

one response to the tragedies of chitd deaths and. injuries d.ue
to maltreatment has been to develop methods of case management and
analysis to determine risk factors for predicting the re-occurrence of
these injuries (schene, 1996). The logic is that the identification of
high risk situations lead staff to take steps to remove the d.anger to
the child and thus make the child's life safer. As well, this process
supports lower risk cases being managed appropriately (waterhouse &
carnie, 1992). These developments have occurred at the same time as
many new staff are overwhelmed by the culture of their new
employment. Chitd protection workers are confronted with obstacles
which arise from difficult real problems anchored in social structure
which they cannot change. Their work is further complicated by the
substantial practical difficulties which are particular to this type of
work. These fundamental predicaments are exacerbated by large case
loads and a relative lack of other resources.

One theme in child protection services across North America is
the matter of how to construct a risk estimation system. Johnson and
LEsperance (1984) described in their article the difference between
risk assessment using actuarial means and consensus means. The
consensus model processes the data by an analysis which then places
the user in the position of using the data to make an informed
decision based on the facts of the case. The acfuarial model
processes the data statistically and provides to the user the
mathematical answer about risk. An example of the actuarial method
is the finding that parents of a certain age group have the highest,
age adjusted, rates of child maltreatment. This is incorporated with
other factors into a mathematical model about risk.

Actuarial methods of risk
more reliable (Johnson, I9g4).
reduce cultural, or contexfual,

assessment have been reported to be

The steps taken to process the data
or observer biases. The questions
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asked which form the data set may have no obvious explanatory value.
An example is the finding that chitdren in single-parent homes are at
higher risk of being abused than children in dual-caretaker homes.
This methodolory is usually based on tfre analysis of data sets of
sufficient size (Krishnan & Morrison, 1995).

consensus methods are generally favoured by child protection
services (smith, 1995). This is due in part to the reluctance of child
protection workers to use statistical tools, particularþ of a quantitative
nalure and reluctance to apply empiricar scientific method.s in
practice situations. The consensus method requires active
participation by the user to form a judgrnent about the meaning of the
data, namely the risk to the child of future harm.

There is wide acceptance of the powerful role which culture
plays in placing value and meaning on the attitudes and behaviors of
adults in their treatment of children. This explains the importance of
understanding the parents' culture and its implicit and explicit values
in child-rearing. As observed by Barsþ, "what may be considered
neglectful parenting in the standards of one culture may be
considered appropriate parenting in another culfure" (rggg, p.a90).
culture and social envíronment creates the content of rneaning for
most of our attitudes, beliefs and behaviors. culture is the sum of
belief and knowledge through which \¡/e engage with the world.
shared belief and knowledge helps families and social groups to
define and maintain an identity by means of cultural systems. These
cullural systems can be understood in terms of their capacity to
express the nature of the world and to shape that world. to their
dimensions. The sociologist, Merton, defined cullure as "that
organized set of normative values governing behavior which is
common to members of a designated society or group" (Ritzer, 1996).
culture serves a purpose by creating a normative value or reference
point for decisions. This view emphasizes that one's culture creates
one's consciousness. The literafure of anthropolory refers to a set of
causal elements (e.g. environment, economy, and politics) in addition
to the cultural belief system (pelto, L99T). For the families who are
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the focus of child protection service, it follows that a system of
protecting children by means of government legislation and through
the activities of social workers who are entrusted to do this work will
have its own system of belief and knowledge which is the culture of
child protection. I offer a framework that will allow for
understanding this culfure. I suggest that there a¡e 3 components to
the culture of child protection. They are (1) the ethnic origin or
culture of the worker and client ( e.g. Irish, Aboriginal, Jamaican), (2)
the cullure of the workplace or agency (the values and. knowled.ge of
the employment domain), and rastly (s) the societal d.iscourse on child
protection which has created the need for this commodity or service.
This is the critical analysis of the system and. how it functions.
These three aspects of the concept of culture as an authorit¡r or
reference point for decisions are relevant to this research.

Many staff work in cross cultural settings most of the time.
social workers come from a wide diversity of cullural backgrounds. An
important task which social workers face when working with
different communities and cultures from one's own, is to be able to
communicate difficult issues in a respectñ-rl manner. This lies at the
hea¡t of effective practice. Good social work is culturally sensitive
and requires a communication process that minimizes
misunderstanding and bias. As well, it is desirable that local
communities control their own social services to the maximum extent
that is feasible (MacKenzie, 199s). English (1991) believes the benefTt
to those who learn more about other cultural systems is the
improvement in understanding the dynamics of other cultures which
leads to improved assessments and determination of risk. child
protection work involves decisions about child care in the communit¡r
and requíres knowledge of assessment, healing methods, and
intervention plans. In Manitoba in rggr, s22T children ryr¡ere in care
related to decisions of case management and risk assessment (Annuar
Report, 1997-98). The majoriry Fs%) of these children are Aborigrnal
children and a majority of child. protection staff are not aboriginal.
This is a cultural gap. It is not clear whether the cross-culrural
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differences are a more important factor than the socio-economic
gradient between the child protection worker and the client.

Risk estimation in child welfare is d.erived from the societal
d'iscourse on child abuse. This entails the formulation of a¡r opinion
concerning a future state of child maltreatment based. upon the facts
which are accessible with respect to a current, substantiated instance
of child abuse or neglect. It is a systematic process of id.entifoing and.
understanding uncertainty in the context of case decision-making.
The objective of risk estimation is to promote systematic thinking and
clear d.ecision-making in child protection (Reid & sigurdson, 1990).
The 2 general categories of risk estimation are those of actuarial
method and those of a consensus method. one method is not clearly
superior to the other, but rather each has a utitify. There is
agreement that a valid and reliable method of risk estimation should
be made from logical components and an underlying philosophy (Reid
& sigurdson, 7994; English & pecora, rgg4). As such, a risk
estimation process should be used to examine the many different life
circumstances which children experience when they are abused or
neglected. The well-being of children and their inherent worth is a
fundamental value which ail cultures support. These concepts can be
embedded in a codified risk estimation process by developing clear,
concise terminolory which provides a language that can be
understood across professions, differing communities and. differing
cultures. There is limited information about how new graduates
operationaJize a knowledge of risk factors in the reoccurrence of child
maltreatment, particularly in a cross-cu_lfural setting. It is a
reasonable consequence of the foregoing observations that new
graduates working in child protection might feel overwheimed by
issues related to complexity of cases, number of cases, and
insufficient preparation from a perspective of cultural considerations
or knowledge of risk factors for chitd maltreatment.

If new graduates experience the absence of competence and.
lack of mastery of their tasks it is likely that this leads to considerable
stress for these new workers. As limited information exists regarding
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the meaning of the work experience for this group, it is a logical
extension of current knowledge to stud.y this and. the speciñc
characteristics of staff who have been successfr:l in this setting as
measured by completing 1 to 3 years of child protection employment.

If culture and. social environment create the content of meaning
for most of our attifudes, beriefs and behaviors, as defined by Merton,
then cultural systems can be und.erstood in terms of their capacit¡r to
express the nature of the world and to shape that world to their
dimensions (scheper-Hughes, lggg). In this context, culture is
defined as the sum of belief and knowledge through which we engage
with the world. The following is an introduction to the three aspects
of culture with respect to child protection services.

The first aspect of curture is that which gives the ethnic
identity to an individual's expression of their world view. An
example of this is "Irish" music or "Taoist" philosophy. Ethnicity
refers to the clan or tribe membership which each person, including
parent or child protection worker, belongs to in genetic origin or
adopted value. These ethnic values are a part of the culture of child
protection and values related to chitd-bearing are largeiy derived, but
not solely, from one's ethnicity. There is acceptance of the powerful
role which culture plays in placing value and meaning on the
attifudes and behaviors of adults in their treatment of children. As
stated by sanders-Phillips, "Ethnicity may play an ímportant role in
influencing the circumstances of abuse and in mediating the impact
of our responses to childhood sexual abuseo (1995, p.692). This
explains the importance of understanding the parents' culfure and its
implicit and explicit values in relationships, and in particular its
child-rearing practices. As well, the relationship of child protection
staff and client is shaped by the ethnicity of both.

The culture of sociarization and the cullure of experience are
potentialiy alternative sources of values. An example of this is how
some of the roots of child maltreatment are found in our cultural
experiences. Here the dimension of culrure, as historically
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experienced, alters the interactions between ethnic groups.
smallwood, commenting on child maltreatment from an indigenou.s
Australian perspective, states:

For us to dear with child abuse and. negiect in our
societ¡r today, \¡/e cannot pretend that the past does
not exist, as the symptoms of today are the results
of the past colonial practices of abuse. The
appropriation of our children has created massive
mental health problems for the Aboriginal
community as a whole (Smallwood, 1995, p.2gS).

A second important consideration of culture as it applies to
child protection services is the dimension of the workplace culfure.
Across North America most child protection agencies are staffed by
graduates of social work or community colleges with related studies.
Most of this work is assigned to employees who d.o child protection
work exclusively and most staff are recent graduates of social work
programs' They are hired by agencies that are frequently short of staff
due to high staff turnover. It is common for staff to begin this work
with little opporlunity to work with a mentor, to be given a near full
case load by the end of the fìrst week and to have insufficient
training in the understanding of the risk factors pertaining to child.
maltreatment. This is particr:Iarly important since child protection
work with high risk families, from different culrural groups, is a
diffìcult task that most new staff face. This organizational culture of
discontinuity and constant crisis is a part of the culture of the
workplace.

There is a broad literature on occupational culture or workplace
culture that speaks to labor-management relations, employment
standards, and maintenance of competence. These views are relevant
to this aspect of the culture of the workplace (Arno, lggs).

one response of the workplace to the tragedies of child. deaths
and injuries due to maltreatment has been to develop methods of case
management and analysis to determine risk factors for the re_
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occurrence of these injuries (English, Lgg6 & Gove, 1gg5). The logic
is that the identification of high risk sifuations lead staff to take steps
to remove the child from the danger and thus make the child's life
safer (Greenland, rggz). Regardress of these developments, many
new staff are overwhelmed by the demands of their new employment
and consideration of risk factors is not a prioritSr. child protection
workers are confronted with obstacles which arise from tl.e difficult
theoretical problem of being able to correctly identify when to
intervene in families' lives, and their work is further complicated by
the substantial practical difficulties which are particular to this type
of work' These fundamental predicaments are exacerbated by large
case loads and a relative lack of other resources. Most studies of
child protection services have placed emphasis on the knowledge of
the worker and his or her relationship with the client (Filip, 1991).

The third component of the cultural dimension is how societ¡r
has developed a need for this service and what factors maintain it
and allow ít to operate in its current form. This refers to ttre critical
reflexive literature in social work that examines the role of social
workers in serving state interests. This is an aspect of child
protection work which has been less closely examined ; it is the
extent to which this activit¡r ensures the replication of a pattern of
order in the social process (Arno, 19gs). In Manitoba, The Report of
the Aboriginal Justice inquiry placed strong emphasis on the adverse
effects of government policy. The authors state:

We feel many of the problems Aboriginal people
face with the criminal justice system today håve
roots in the history of government-Aboriginal
relations. No analysis of the justice system can be
complete without understanding the devastatíng
effect these relations, guided by gorr.rrr*..I
policies, have had on Aboriginal iamilies. For
many Aboriginal societies, existing child welfare
practices have ranked as a major destructive forceto their families, communities, and. cultures
(Hamilton & Sinclair, Igg1, p.S10).
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A similar conclusion was reached by york in an analysis of the
origin of social problems of Aboriginal communities in canada. He
concluded that problems currently being experienced. are the result of
the legacy of interference in the rives of canada,s Native peoples by
non-native governments and institutions and agencies fyork, 1990).

current literature in anthropologr places importance on a set of
causal elements such as environment, economy, politics, and the
cultural belief system (pelto, Lggr) to understand behavior. The
replication and maintenance of socialization stems from these
environmental, economic, politicar, and cultural needs. we promote
systems of health, justice, and education as positive elements in our
community. Yet child maltreatment exists and is found in almost all
societies. The damage done to children by adurts is pervasive and the
social response has been to develop methods of surveillance based on
the critical analysis of our social system and how it operates. Few of
the prevailing theories concerning Native child neglect critically
examine the institution responsible for child welfare services to
Native people. In his article, McKenzie locates some of the origins of
First Nations parents'diffrcurty in provid.ing child care as stemming
from the colonization process (McKenzie et.al., 1995, p.6ag).

Thus, there are at least three aspects to the concept of culture
as it pertains to child protection: the ethnic or racial or cultural origin
of the worker and client, the culture of the workplace, and lastly the
societal discourse on child protection which has created the need for
this commodity or service. This has been summarized in figure 1.
This sfudy describes the components of the culture of child protection
from the perspective of new staff working in this field. The culture of
the clients shown on the right hand. sid.e of Figure I is not examined..
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Fizure 1

Cullure: The sum
the world.

of belief and knowledge through which we engage with

Child Protection Staff or
Child Protection System

Clients of families served
by staff.

Ethnicity o widely varied
. persona-l ethnography

describes experiences

o widely varied
. personal ethnography

describes experiences

Culture of the
workplace

occupational

knowledge and skilis
need to be acquired and
modified

strong belief systems
about engaging with
the workplace

Societal discourse

which created the
system (critical

analysis of the
system and how it
functions)

. this group maintains
surveillance of the
community

o analysis of this group
attributes responsibility
for maintaining
problems of some

cultural groups

o this group is the
subject of surveillance

o funding and standards
derive from size of this
group
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The organizational structure of cþllgllrotection Services.

in Manitoba, child and family services are provided by three
communitJr-based agencies, regional offices of the Department of
Family Services and First Nation,s agencies.

In winnipeg, in Lggg, services are provided by four regional
communit¡r-based agencies. They are child and Family serwices of
central winnipeg, winnipeg south child and Family services,
Northwest winnipeg child and Family services, and child and.
Family services of Eastern Manitoba. This last agency also seryes
part of southeastern Manitoba. An overview of service activity as
found in Appendix E.

south central Manitoba and the southwest are served. by child
and Family services of centrar Manitoba and child and Family
services of western Manitoba respectively. Both these agencies have
several sub-oflices in their regions besides their main offices in
Portage la Prairie and Brandon.

The Department of Family services operates child and family
services in the local government districts and unorganized, territory in
Eastman region and in Interlake, Norman, parklands, and rhompson
regions. workers are based in a number of towns and. small
communities in all these regions.

There are currently nine regional Native agencies serving
Indian reserves. They are Dakota ojibway child and Family services,
Anishinaabe child and Family services, west Region child and.
Family services, Awasis Agency of Northern Manitoba, southeast
child and Family services, and sagkeeng child. and Family services.
The remaining agencies are Kinosao sipi Minisowin Agency, peguis
child and Famíly services, cree Nation child and Family caring
Agency, and Island Lake First Nations Family services.
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In winnipeg services are also provided tfrrough Jewish child
and Family services. Ma Mawi wi chi Itata centre operates some
voluntary family services for the Native people of Winnipeg.

what follows is a more detailed analysis of how the 3
components of culture are relevant to child protection staff.

Ethnicitv

Many staff work in cross cultural settings most of the time. The
definition of cross-curtural work is work where the difference in
language and sociar organization is profound. social workers come
from a wide diversity of currurar backgrounds. In winnipeg, most
child protection workers trace their cultural background from over 20
ethnic groì-rps. An important task which social workers face when
working with different communities and cullures from one,s own, is
to be able to communicate difficult issues in a respectful manner
(Johnson, 1994). This lies at the heart of effective practice. Good
social work is culturally sensitive and requires a communication
process that minimizes misunderstanding and. bias. Also in good
social work there is a recognition of sifuations where structural
barriers are so great that adequate cross-culfural communication
cannot bridge the barriers. As stated. by courtney, ,,As 10ng as
children of color remain more likely than caucasian children to grow
up in situations that put them at increased risk of child abuse and
neglect, they will continue to be overrepresented among "clients" of
the system and among the crients with less desirable outcomes.o
(1996, p.132). Regardless of these barriers, the well-being of children
and their interest is a fundamental value which all cultures support.

In Manitoba in April Lggr, s22T children were "in care', related.
to decisions of case management and risk assessment. Approximately
65%o of these children are Aboriginal child.ren (Annual Report, lggr_
98). It is noteworthy that approximately roo/o of the social work staff
in winnipeg are Aboriginal (personal cornmunication). A stud.y in
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Alberta raised the question whether the differences in abuse rates for
mínoritjr groups was due to racial discrimination or are magnified by
the socio-economic gradient (Krishnan & Morrison, 199s). This
raises the interesting question whether these differences or conflicts
are the result of culfural differences or socio-economic class conflict.
In the united states, the largest group of children receiving out-of-
home care are African-American (Brissett-chapman, rggz). Data on
the proportion of practicing African-American child protection
workers is not available. This gap between the culture of the child
protection worker and those they serve is wide. There is much to
learn about the specific dimensions of knowledge of the profession
and where it is needed in cross-cultural work.

As observed by Engrish (199r), the understanding of the
dynamics of other cullures is an important step toward improving
assessments. Brissett-chapman comments that there is a critical
need for culturally competent assessments of the risk of child
maltreatment in African American families and. the implications for
both policy and practice (Brissett-chapm an, L99T). The relationship
between cultural differences and socio-economic differences is an
important observation. courtney described this in a study of those
factors in the United States:

children of coror are more likely than caucasians
to be over represented in child maltreatment
reports, based on the proportion of children of
color in the child populaiion. The correlation
between race and income, however, often clouds
interpretation of most studies. Indeed, the second.
National study of Incidence and severity of child
Abuse and Neglect found that families whose
incomes fell below $1S,O0O US annually were four
and one-half times more likely to be ."pô.t.d for alr
forms of martreatment than those *ittt incomes
above that level (Courtney, 1996, p.102).

There are some important parailers in canadian practice.
Krishman and Morrison (199s) examined the ecolory of child
maltreatment in Alberta. They based their study on the fìndings that
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there are two broad explanations for child abuse; one which
emphasizes the personal attributes of the victims or the abusers, and
the second which emphasizes the socio-economic (structural
conditions) underlying child abuse. They found that population and
demographic change, unemproyment rate, percent Native, and. North-
west region are major positive correlates of tl:e child. maltreatment
rate. In an ontario study, Anderson reported 'on the favourable
improvements which can be expected. by changes in the mainstream
child welfare system which enhance ,,the native child welfare
policies, legislation, and agencies in canada and the u.s." (Anderson,
1998, p.a56).

The culture of the workplace

The protection of children from maltreatment is a major task for
governments and it is a difficult skill for practitioners to learn.
Reporting of child abuse and neglect had, by the mid-19g0's, ,,clearþ

outpaced the capacity of most child protection agencies to respond
thoughtfully and comprehensively to all cases meeting the statutory
definition of child maltreatment (schene, 1996). Most jurisdictions in
North America have responded to large case loads and child deaths
due to maltreatment with case management mod.els and. risk
assessment tools designed to enhance practitioner skills and outcome.
However these efforts were often made without a comprehensive
understanding of the culture of the workplace. staff doing this
difficult and complex work are overwhelmed by additional realities of
insufficient knowledge base, large case load.s which frequently
involve the medical or legal systems, d.iverse culfures of clients, and
high staff turn-over (Birmingham, 1996).

one response to this reality as described by Birmingham has
been the development of a method. of risk estimation made from logical
components which are organized according to an underlying
philosophy. As such, a risk estimation process should be used to
examine the many different life circumstances which children
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experience \Ã/hen they are abused or neglected. These concepts can
be embedded in a codified risk estimation process by developing clear,
concise terminolory which provides a language that can be
understood across professions, differing communities and. differing
cultures (Tabber & sullivan, Lgg4). However the extent to which new
graduates of social work operationaJize a knowledge of risk factors in
the reoccurrence of child maltreatment, particularly in a cross-culfural
setting, is not well known. what has been reported in winnipeg is
the membership survey results for canadian union of public
Employee Locals in child and Family services. It states:

84Vo of social work respondents indicated they d.id
not currently have enough tíme to complete ail
paperwork, documentation, and/ or filing.... \Mhen
asked if they have the time to use thã Manitoba
Risk Estimation System (MRES), only l0% of social
workers said yes, 27o/o indicated they sometimes
have time to use the Manitoba Risk Estimation
System. Forty three percent of social workers
indicated they did not have time to use the
Manitoba Risk Estimation System (Canadian Union
of Public Employees, 1996, p.6,9).

Risk estimation in child welfare entails the formulation of an
opinion concerning a future state of negrect or abuse of a child. based
upon the facts which are accessible with respect to a current,
substantiated instance of child abuse or neglect. It is a systematic
process of identiffing and understanding uncertainþr in the context
of case decision-making. It does this by structuring the major topics
of concern (sigurdson & Reid, 1g9g), and giving weight to the
findings. The objective of risk estimation is to promote systematic
thinking and promote transparent decision-making in child protection
practice.

The rules which apply to child protection services in Manitoba
and winnipeg are derived from the legislation governing child and
family services. At the time of this stud.y child protection operates
under a number of principles. chief among them is that the best
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interests of the child are the primary consideration in service
operation.

Legislation governing child and family services generally
incorporates and reflects these principles. In the child and Family
services Act (Manitoba, 1986) the principles are stated at the
beginning and the legislation sperls out how they are to be applied.
The Declaration of Principles is intended to guide those who operate
services and administer the Act. It is akin to the five principles of
Medicare in canada. The Declaration of principles is the first topic
in the Act.

1. The best interest of children are a fundamental
responsibility of socieþr.

2. T!;re family is the basic unit of society and its
well-being should be supported and preserved.

3. _ The family is the basic source of care, nìl.rture,
and acculturation of children and parents have the
qrimary responsibility to ensure the well-being of
their children.

4. Families and children have the right to the least
interference with their affairs to the extent compatible
with the best interests of chiidren 

"rrå the
responsibilities of societ5r.

5. Children have a right to a continuous family
environment in which they can flourish.

6. Families and children are entitled
of their rights and to participate in
affecting those rights.

7. Families are entitled to receive preventative and.
supportive services directed to preserving the family
unit.

8. Farnilies are entitled to services which respect
their cultural and linguistic heritage.

9. Decisions to remove or place children should be
based on the best interests oi the child and not on the
basis of the family,s financial stafus.

to be informed
the decisions
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10. Communities have a responsibility to promote the
best interests of their child.ren and fãmiliãs and have
the right to participate in services to their families
and children.

1 1. Indian bands are entitled to the provision of
c-h_ild and family serwices in a manner which respects
lheir unique status as aboriginal peoples.
(The Child and Family Services Ãct, l,tanitoba, 19gS,
p.1-2)

The subtext of this set of principles is staff
provide íntervention services when a child is in need
a least intrusive fashion. Another subtext is that the
this service are assumed to be present.

are expected to
of protection in

skills to provide

One study of chitd protection services described "a consolídated.
listing of the competencies, characteristics, and content skills
necessary for an entry level caseworker to effectively perform within
this new system" (squadrito et. al., Lgg4). This basic set of
knowledge and skills describe the quatity of being competent or
having competency. If one is able to work with an added degree of
understanding and effectiveness, then this suggests additional skill
or mastery of the work, a quality which develops after competency.

The absence of competence
stress for new graduates. Limited
meaning of the work experience
characteristics of those who have
setting (Kagan, 1989).

and mastery leads to considerable
information exists regarding the

for this group, and the specifìc
been successful working in this

stress is a frequently mentioned. concept in the context of child
protection services. It can occur because of críticism by employer or
from parents who are the subject of abuse investigation. It can also
occìlr subjectively as a feeling of lacking the basic knowledge and
skills to do the work. It appears that staff who feel they have at least
competency may be able to work effectively and enjoy their tasks. It is
possible that cornpetency or mastery is a concept that describes the
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essence of being able to surrrive and prosper as an employee in child
protection work.

The current literature raises the concern that new staff are
overwhelmed due to the variables of insufficient formal learning,
insufficient on the job training, srze of case load, and cross curtural
difficulties. These variables are strucLural problems which go beyond.
just the domain of the agency. Factors which may contribute to
overcoming problems in the agency domain may be peer support,
supervision by a mentor, training on the job, and improved system
knowledge.

Cultural construction of child protection services

societal discourse on the subject of child. abuse services is
defined by a set of contributions from the professional literature,
research, the media, and policy statements of government. The
development of surveillance systems are also fundamental to how
societies maintain order and governance. As we will see later, risk
assessment developed from the discourse on chitd abuse and neglect.
child protection has its modern origin in the decision of The New
York State Medical Societ¡r in 1871 to seek authorit¡r to act to protect
Mary Ellen, a child in danger (Radbil, rggr). At that time, there was
no statute or act which authorized protective intervention (McDevitt,
1998)' As a short term measure, the protective authority of the SocietSr
for the Prevention of cruelty to Animals was used. to protect the child.
This signaled the use of legislation to create child protection services
which were authorized to intervene in families to protect children.
Much emphasis in the early years of surveíllance of children was
placed on caring for orphans and reducing filth in children's living
conditions (Radbill, lggo). This evolved. grad.ually to emphasis on
povert¡r and homelessness as areas requiring special surveillance. By
the 1920's, provinces and states developed orphanages and youth
detention facilities to hold and intervene in the lives of neglected
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youth who were mainly lost or abandoned children because their
parents \¡/ere in hospitals, in prisons, or dead.

This situation continued until the years of the second world
war which represented a time when less attention was paid to the
need to monitor children. However, by the early 1960's, there rü/as a
broad movement in canada and the united states to close orphanages
and increase foster care, in the community, for neglected child.ren
(Reiniger et. aI, 1995).

since then, three events have changed the character of child
protection services in North America. The first was the report by the
American pediatrician, Henry Kempe. He popularized. in 1960 the x-
ray findings of bone fractures of children due to an adult purposefully
injuring a child. These findings, origina-[y described by caffey in
1949, were previously overlooked by physicians. Kempe's article
which described the characteristic x-ray findings of ',the battered
child syndrome" raised awareness and was cited frequently as a
reason for increased surveillance of children (Reiniger et. al., 199s).
The Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act (u.s.) established. the
National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect in 1974 to ensure federal
leadership in assisting states and communities with the prevention,
identifìcation, and treatment of child abuse and neglect through the
allocation of funds appropriated by congress. Eligible states received
funding incentives to designate an agency for investigation; to
establish a reporting system; to enact laws to protect children und.er
age 18 years from mental injury, physical injury, and sexual abuse;
and to provide guardians to represent children in the courts (Brissett-
Chapman, L997).

The second event was the emergence of the awareness that
children can be abused sexually. This body of knowledge had been
very mlrch affected by sigmund. Freud's theory that child.hood sexual
relations were primarily a fantasy experience of the developing
psyche. The time frame for the dominance of Freud,s model was
approximately 7o years, from 1890 to 1960. Freud's view v¡as
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seriously challenged by personal accounts and scholarly articles on
child sexual abuse which emerged in the late 1960's and early 1970's.
These served to raise the awareness of the reality, so often minimized
or denied, that some adults have sex with chitdren. This awareness
contributed, in 1980, to the Federal Government of canada
establishing the Committee on Sexual offenses Against Children and
Youths (Badgley, 1984). It was chaired by Robin Badgley, and the
report's 52 recommendations included emphasis on increased.
surveillance of offenses, offenders, and kinds of injuries, as well as
major changes to the crirninal code respecting sexual relations
between children and adults.

The third major change has been the wide incorporation of case
management models and risk assessment tools. These models and.
tools were developed, partly, in response to the criticism that child
protection services lacked a rational basis for decision making. By
the mid 1980's, the concept had emerged that risk factors provided a
useñf understanding of child maltreatment and its intervention and
investigation (Herrenkohl, 199s). The American ptrblic trvelfare
Association began in 1986 to publish summaries of highlights from
the yearly meeting on the utility of surveillance of risk factors
(cicchinelli, 1991). This phase represented the development of the
codifìcation of risk assessment and the objectification of those factors.
what was sometimes forgotten in this development \¡/as that risk
assessment as a positivist social science method of thinking about
maltreatment was not cullurally neutral (schene, L996). several years
later, critiques of the u.se of risk surveillance methods appeared,
raisíng concern about the inappropriate use of such tools. critics
observe that some risk factors had a very different meanings in other
curfures (courtney, 1996). Another concern was the excessive
reliance on heuristic methods in complex family situations (Fluke,
199s).

In the last 20 years, a considerable body of riterature has
developed about child abuse and risk factors. Most of the emphasis in
sludying the problem has been either descriptive (oates, 1996), with
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emphasis on epidemiolory, on accurate data collection, and. on
screening for high risk cases, or an analysis of the determinants of
child maltreatment (Greenland, rggr). Much less has been written
about the use of such an approach in the context of this work being
performed by undertrained staff who often work in cross-cultural
systems (English, 1996) with large case loads. In addition, there is
limited research on the strucfural determinants of work barriers for
child protection staff. Krishnan and. Morrison observed, "Most
empirical sfudies examined the extent of violence and abuse or
described the demographic and personal characteristics of abusers
and/or victims. The structural basis of child maltreatment has not
been fully understood." (Krishnan & Morrison, 1995).

There is concern that the requirement of child protection
services for documentation and records reduces the focus on the
primary task which is to protect children. This view is supported. by
Gleeson (1997) who states that the proced.ural requirements of the
system in Illinois takes precedence over effective case work.

one of these themes is that caseworkers' practice
is being shaped by a child welfare system that is
becoming increasingly bureauôratic and
overwhelmed by its own legal and procedural
demands caseworkers consistentry indicated that
much of their time was used to complete
paperwork related to specific activities thaf are
required by DCFS procedures and by settlements of
lawsuits that are brought against óCpS. (Gleeson,
et.al., L997, p.818).

This perspective is also stated by Judge Gove in his analysis of
the death of a child under care of the child protection system in
British columbia, canada. He observed that the requirements for
paper documentation involved in intake and assessment were a
serious impediment to effectively responding to reports that a child
may be in need of protection (Gove, l99S).
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The prediction of child abuse and neglect

The diffi.cult theoretical and applied operational problem in
child protection work is how to know that one has correctly
intervened in a child's life. This challenge has led to a variety of
methods of risk assessment. Although there are over 2o different
systems used in North American jurisdictions, they all are based on a
method of analysis which is primarily consenslrs or acfuarial (Schene,
L996). The consensus model processes the data by an analysis which
requires the user to make an informed decision based on the facts of
the case. The actuarial model processes the data statistically and
leads to a mathematical answer about risk, or, as stated. by Dawes, -To

be truly acfuarial, interpretations must be both automatic (that is,
prespecified or routinized) and based on empirically established.
relations" (Dawes et.al., 1989, p.166g)

The prime function of a method of prediction is to improve the
degree of certaint¡r associated with a particular decision. It is also
essential that the user be able to communicate the essence of this
decision and the rational basis which underlies a particular action.
The kind of data which is used to make pred.ictions varies widely
(sigurdson & Reid, 7g9T), and prediction decisions can be understood
as falling into one of three risk assessment methods:

The outcome is a consequence of understood natural
laws. This is the case when the application of physics
to space travel results in a satellite círcling the moon.
The outcome is a consequence of the laws associated
with randomness. The theory of probability and its
applications to games' theory are illustrations of this.
The outcome is a consequence of a complex set of forces.
Prediction within child protection work is typical of this.

Risk occurs when the outcome of a particular course of action is
uncertain. As a consequence of risk being present, there is a need to
identiff the probable consequences of differing decisions. The choice

1.

2.

3.
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of an appropriate course of action is, in pad, dependent on one,s
perception of the certaint¡r of particuJar outcomes. For example, if
someone is certain that a car will crash on a long journey, that person
won't go. However, we are generally wiling to d.rive long distances
in the knowledge that there is some degree of d.anger.

Risk Estimation Systems

child welfare practice includes five general processes:
substantiation, risk estimation, general assessment, intenzention, and
feed-back. Generally, risk estimation is carried out after there has
been a substantiated incident of abuse or neglect, or on the request of
a voluntary client for assistance (sigurd.son & Reid, rggr). Data
which emerges from the process of substantiation is relevant to risk
estimation and the data used for risk estimation will also be relevant
to the provision of services. The stronger the explicit connections
between these procedures the greater the efficiency of the overall
system (Reid & Sigurdson, et.al., 1995).

Risk assessment is an anarytical approach to social work and it
is based on an agreement on what constifutes evidence and also
concerning the method of analysis.

In its most basic form, a risk estimation system must provide
the following:

1,

2.

3.

The system which is used may be actuarial or
processing of data. Both methods are built on

A method for determining the vulnerability of a child.
A continuum of tikelihood's concerning furure incidents
or conditions of abuse or neglect.
A means of estimating the probabre severit¡r of any future
instance of abuse or neglect. (Reid & Sigurdson, et.al.,
1996, p.24).

consensu.s in its
the judgment of
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individual child protection staff. The validity of either method is
based on the availability of standardized concepts which are
operationalized in a similar way between staff. At the time of thís
study, the Manitoba Risk Estimation System was the basic risk tool for
use by new staff (sigurdson & Reid, Lggr). It is a consensus mod.el.

Risk estimation in child welfare entails the formulation of an
opinion concerning a future state (the neglect or abuse of a child)
based upon the facts which are accessible with respect to a current,
substantiated instance of child maltreatment. It is a systematic
process of identifying and understanding uncertaint¡r in the context
of case decision-making. The objective of risk estimation is to
promote systematic thinking and clear decision-making in child
protection. Every substantiated report of child abuse and neglect
should include an estimation of current and potential likelihood of
harm to the safety of a child and effective risk estimation focuses on
both the strengths and defîcits of the family environment.

child protection work requires that risk estimation be d.one
regularþ and thoroughly and that action be taken regarding the
protection of the child, whether or not the available methods of
predicting child abuse and neglect are perfected. However, if there
are inadequate numbers of staff and a relative lack of other resources
there is little time to pursue alternate sources of data, thus there is
great difficulty in evaluating data that can be used. as indicators of
predictors. It follows that any tool must be compact, based upon
accessible data, logically consistent with other features of the
workplace and perceived as useful by the workers.

News stories emphasize the abuse or neglect of children as a
consequ.ence of refurning them to their homes inappropriately or the
consequ.ences of taking children into care when they should have
remained with their parents. popular discourse of this sort are
generally premised upon the assumption that any reasonable person
would have known the correct decision to make in these
circumstances. These judgments are facile a'd ignore the genuine
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absence of practice knowledge in this area. Retrospective analysis
has been used extensively in instances of child d.eaths or near
tragedy. The Gove Report regarding child protection services in
British columbia describes the many issues which staff face in child
protection, based on a reconstruction of the narratives of staff who
were involved in cases. This review places value on a knowledge
based system. The fundamental notion of a knowredge-based system
in child protection is that it demonstrates the thinking that leads to
decisions. The general principles that are important with regard.s to
the use of any estimatíon tool in abuse and neglect decision-making
are:

a)

b)

The method should be based on the examination of
suffrcient number of facts and a substantiation of events
in question.

There should be a rational theory and research
supporting the tool. This tool needs to be linked
conceptually to the dynamics of child abuse and negrect.
The decision-making should be fair and ethical.
The process should be accountable to the public.
There should be a common-language in the system that
allows for easily understood terms across different
systems such as Mental Hearth, Education and Justice
(Reid & Sigurdson, t994).

c)

d)

e)

There is a substantial methodological problem involved in
collecting informatíon as the alleged perpetrator's rights with respect
to their children are at stake, as well as the potential of criminal
prosecution. The danger of labeling someone as an abuser who has
hurt a child is an ever present difliculty associated with child
protection work. on the other hand, there is every reason to expect
that caregivers who abuse or neglect their children will systematically
lie and conceal their behavior so as to improve their position. It
follows that any practical prediction device must be premised on data
that can be objectively understood. without undue reliance on the
uncorroborated reports of possible perpetrators. This use of observable
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events in the lives of parents is intend.ed to reduce errors in risk
estimation by reducing observer bias due to the worker placing too
much intuition at the expense of the facts.

T\¡rnell and Edwards (1999) wrote that a major problem with
most risk maps is the emphasis on problems and weakness rather
than resources and strengths. They stated that:

Most risk assessment maps are too one_sided:
Focusing exclusive attention on the areas just
mentioned is rather like mapping only the darËest
valleys and gloomiest hollows of a particular
territory. There can be no doubt that lhe child
protection worker must gather information about
past and potential harm and family deficiencies,
but to balance the picfure it is also vitar to obtain
information regarding past, existing, and potential
safety, competencies, and strengths. This balance
of information regarding family functioning allows
the worker to achieve a comprehensive assissment
of risk in child protection caìes.

Risk assessment that becomes dominated by
danger, harm, and the endless cataloging of risË
factors often leads to a preoccupation or Jbsession
with the problematic sides of family functioning,
and workers become defensive in their """"practíce. This process is likely to limit the options
for enhancing and building safety for the chiî¿.

Good risk assessment should provide a firm
foundation for analysis, equipping workers with
fuU and detailed information so that they feel
secure in their ability to improve the óhild,"
situation. (T\rrnell & Edwards, IÞ99, p.101)

Section srrmmarv

The narrative of actual practice experience and. the reviews of
systems of care in cases of chitd d.eaths due to child. maltreatment has
led to an expectation that there are better \¡/ays to intervene to reduce
these unwanted events. This expectation is based on the principle
that greater knowledge about the factors which describe the danger to
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a child will allow more effective and safer interventions to red.uce
child maltreatment. This is an assumption which is the basis of
work in progress across North America in regards to risk assessment
and safeþr plans. currentry there are few prospective studies, based.
on large d'ata sets, that demonstrate this rerationship. However, as
there is no superior hypothesis, a number of areas of priority have
become established. one is increasing the knowledge and skill base
of employees. Another is providing tools to staff to help recognize
high risk situations and to intervene earlier and more thoroughly.
Another has been to develop strategies to familiarize staff with the
communitSr they serve, thereby reducing the cultural gap between
worker and client. This sfudy reports on worker experience in these
aspects of their career.

Discussion of Literalure Review

The relevant riterature considered as a whole is a míx of
historical trends, current fiscal realities, the clinical practice of child
protection work, and the multi-cultural composition of communities.
what is generally missing in the literarure ís the linkage between the
risk assessment paradigms and the narrative of actuar practice
experience.

The historicar trend of child. protection services is a change
from very inadequate protection of children to the organized efforts of
governments and communities to focus on child.ren's well-being by
developing a surveillance capacity at hospitars, clinics, and schools.
Major social changes have resulted in children being valued and
protected by laws. This praces government in the role of províding
services to protect children. The level of abuse or neglect of children
is sufficiently high that case loads continue to grow across North
America. In many communities this has outpaced the capacity to
provide skilled, and confident staff to do this difficult work. In
recent years, once child protection staff have been emproyed, they are
offered ongoing training with an emphasis on competency as many
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nelv staff feel the need to improve performance skills. competency
refers to 'the ability to perform", as stated by Hughes and. Rycus
(1989). Training programs have been organized around. competency
statements which describe the particular knowledge and skiils that
workers needs to perform a job task. The reading work on
competencies for entry-level chitd protection social workers has been
done by the Institute for Human services in 'or,io 

and the child
Welfare League of America (Gove, 19gS).

It is possible that child protection services are asked to monitor
and intervene in the lives of children when many of the structural
problems of socieþr such as povert¡r and racism are contributing
factors which make it difficult for parents to cope. This aspect of the
literature, that is, the critical literafure of the role of social workers in
servicing state interests of social control, is limited. From this
perspective, Birmingham describes how child protection regglates one
of the adverse effects of the current social strucfure. This writer
(L996) has observed that agencies in Texas charged with the
responsibility of child protection and pennanency planning for
children have been faced with growing caseloads and. increasingly
complex and severe instances of family dysfunction and child
maltreatment. At the same time, child welfare services are being
provided by personnel with backgrounds in a variet5r of fields. Many
of these fields are not directly related to social work. over the past
decade the number of trained social workers involved in child welfare
services has fallen while the need. for trained., highly specialized. staff
members has risen. He states :

Only 28% of child welfare staff members had
undergraduate or graduate degrees in 19g2. Some
states do not require any degree. Thus, the childwelfare services system has been
deprofessionalized as a result of many forces, most
notably, increased social and economic pressures
on families and, paradoxically, decreasãd public
funding of serwices to children and families
(Birmingh am, 1996, p.Z 2g)
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This situation has contributed to a devaluing of the child
welfare field and, not surprisingly, to high staff turnover rates. The
failure of many states to provide adequate training at the entry level or
to update and enhance the skills of experienced staff members
compounds the problem. Thus, in Texas, high staff turnover and the
hiring of staff members lacking specialized educational backgrounds
have diminished the effectiveness of services delivery. Gove raised a
similar concern regarding a child death in vancouver, B.c. (lggs).

Recmitment and professional socialization to become a child
protection worker is affected by the general devaluing of child
protection work as a career. It is a stepping stone for many to another
career. working conditions can be very difficult and staff feel poorþ
prepared for the work.

The mosaic of cultures and ethnicities in most North American
communities has implications for child protection staff. They will be
working in a cross culfural mode, more likely than not. Judge Gove
raised the issue of cultural factors and risk assessment. The
following commentary is directed to the need to better understand
parents'care for children when determining risk:

The inquiry also heard that cultural factors affect
the validity of risk assessment guidelines. For
example, cultural background may influence
patterns of supervision of the child. ri/hile such
culturally-based behavior may differ frorn that of
!h: majoriby culture, it does not necessarily
indicate a problem in the child-pareni
relationship. Ho',vever, recent literafure indicates
that, regardless of culfure, characteristics in theparent or caregiver such as mental illness,
substance abuse and a history of maltreatment oi
children are always risk factors and they are
strong indicators of the re-occurrence of abuse
(Gove, 1995, 2, p.74).

The notion of cultural competency, "the abitity to perform"
(Hughes & Rysus, 1989), applies to working with culrures d.ifferent
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work practice is described in the book
The authors, McGoldrick et al., make

During the past decade, we have become
increasingly convinced that we learn about culture
primarily not by learning the "facts" of another's
culture, but rather by changing our attitude. Our
underþing openness to those who are culturally
different is the key to expanding our c,rturar
understanding. Thus, cultural þaradigms are
usefr:l to the extent that they help us rècognize
patterns we may have only vaguely sensed before.
They can challenge our long held beriefs about "the
way things are,. No clinician should feel that,
armed with a smalr chapter about another cultural
group, he or she is adequately informed to do
effective therapy with them. (McGoldrick et al.,
1996, p.xi)

The child protection system has developed. with limited
knowledge and understanding of the people it serves. This is a mqior
shortcoming of the system. possibly, the gap between those
protecting children and those they serye maintains a sense of
foreigness to it. The observations of zambrana (199g) are relevant to
this point:

Addressing the human service needs of the Latino
population requires a broad comprehensive effort
that includes confronting the 

"ãr-,."" 
of poverl¡r

and its consequences. (p.19)...The marginal status
of many Latinos means that Latino families may
frequently have to negotiate a system which i;both intimidating and uninformed (Zambrana,
1998, p.2I).

McKenzie (1995) has raised the question whether a pareilel lack
of community knowledge occurs in Manitoba. This is in the context
of providing social services in a system which deals with
fundamental issues of poverty, substance abuse, and. cross-cultural
work requirements.
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A method to consider the matter of cultural attunement was to
examine the quality of service in a cross culfural setting. This was
discussed by McKenzie (199s) in the report on child and Family
services in First Nations people of Manitoba. He states: ',Focus group
participants stressed the importance of cuhure, including language,
ceremonies, and teachings, both as a component of child welfare
practice and as a method of heating their communities" (199s, p.6ae.
A similar note was struck by zambrana (199g) following the study of
the economic and social vulnerability of Latino children and families:

Knowledge of the unique social and economic
circumstances of Hispanic subgroups greatly
enhances cultural competency among slrvicãproviders. Competent practice represents a
potentially powerful factor in enháncing the
effectiveness of family welfare interveñtions.
Recommendations drawn from the data on Latino
populations point to the need for comprehensive
support services that reflect local conditions
rather than mimic national model practices that d.o
not necessarily work at the local level (Zambrana,
1998, p.2L)

It appears, in summarJ¡, that it would be useñ:l to
understanding of the stress of working in a cross cultura-l
to apply it to the work of chitd protection serwices.

develop an
setting, and

Summarv

child protection work is complex and intriguing. our society
places recent college and universit¡r graduates in the position of
making critical decisions in frightening and desperate situations of
maltreatment. often these staff are poorty prepared. for child
protection work. In addition, they face chailenges such as interfacing
with the medical and justice systems for which they are often poorly
prepared. There is frequentty little preparation for thinking about risk
factors that might help them to make an informed decision about the
likelihood of reoccurrence of maltreatment. The knowledge of how to
improve protection and nurturance of children and families is
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essential for children's growth and development. To do this it is
essential to have a\Ã/areness of the nature of culture in child
protection work from the perspective of the worker, the workplace,
and the social construction 'of these services. From the latter
perspective, child protection regulates one of the adverse effects of the
current social structure, and it sometimes does it with limited
understanding of the peopre it serves. Expanding our knowledge wilr
increase the effectiveness of child protection services staff and
provide positive outcomes for the growing number of child.ren in the
child protection system.
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From the foregoing discussion it is concluded that the
protection of children from maltreatment is a major task for
governments and it is a difficult skill for practitioners to learn. Most
jurisdictions in North America have responded to child deaths and
abuse with case management models and. risk assessment tools
designed to enhance practitioner skills and outcome. However these
efforts need to be supplemented with a wider understanding of the
curture of this work. staff doing this d.ifficult and complex work are
overwhelmed by additional realities of insufficient knowledge base,
large case loads, diverse curtures of clients, and high staff turn-over.

A concept which emerged in my preriminary sfud.y of the topic
of worker experience in child protection which preced.ed. this thesis
was that of job stress was due in part to not being able to do work of
suitable quality. stress is a frequently mentioned concept which may
be linked to an absence of competency in the skills required. The
linkage between stress and lack of competency may be fear. I suggest
that fear of not being good enough to d.o one's work well may be a key
source of stress at work. Mastery used in this context refers to the
state of knowledge which gives confidence to manage flexibly the
uncertaintSr in everyday work. It is a state beyond. competency.
competency is described as the state of mind which comes from the
knowledge and skills necessary for the performance of a job task. it
refers to being adequately qualifìed and meeting a basic standard. It
appears that staff who feel they have one or both of these
characteristics may be able to work effectively and even enjoy their
tasks. By interviewing a group of informants an und.erstanding might
emerge as to the knowledge based skills needed to learn the culture of
child protection work.

Based on the preriminary srudy I made a theoretical moder
(Figure 2) to show how the components in t.l.e above framework could
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be related. This sfudy examines whether new staff are overwhelmed
due to variables listed on the left side of figure 2: insufficíent formal
learning, insufficient on the job training, large case load, and cross
cullural difficulties. Factors which may contribute to overcoming
these problems are found on the right side of Figure 2: They are peer
support, supervision by a mentor, training on the job, and. system
knowiedge. The components may be linked. dynamically in a fashion
described in Figure 1.

Fizure 2

Theoretical odel of the culture of child orot

SUPERVISIG{
BYA
MET{TOFì

CT{ THEJG
TRAlNltlG

The purpose of this model is to provide
generation of a better model, one which more
findings of this sfudy. A new model should make
key personal experiences of informants.

a structure in the
closely reflects the
explicit some of the
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This model suggests that components on the left side are
relevant to job stress. The components on the right (peer support,
supervision by a mentor, and. system knowledge), support the
development of competence and mastery of the work. Risk estimation
is nested in the components, "formal learning, at college or
universit¡r, and "on the job training" at the child. protection agency.

Statement of the Issue:

child protection work in cities such as \Minnipeg is comprex,
difïìcult, and demands a wide set of skills. staff who begin to do this
work are mainly recent graduates from facurties of social work, who
may or may not be sufficiently prepared. with the practical skills for
this challenging work. There is very little information on the curture
of child protection work and the adaptation that new employees need.
to make to this work.

This study is a description of the formal and informar training
and learning of a person who recentþ compreted 1 to 3 years as a
child protection worker in \Minnipeg. This study examines the
cultural values that were acquired before work started and after one to
three years in this occupation. In add.ition this paper examines some
of the cross-culhrral experiences of the informant. At the time of this
sfudy, the Manitoba Risk Estimation system was the risk toor used by
new staff (Sigurdson & Reid, LggT).

problem

Child protection work is difficult,
frightening. Our societ¡r places recent
graduates in the position of making critical
and desperate sifuations of maltreatment.

complex, intriguing, and
college and university
decisions in frightening

The preparation of these
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staff for the work is important. once on the job, they face chailenges
such as interfacing with the medicar and. justice systems. There may
be insufficient preparation for thinking about risk factors that might
help to make an informed decision about the riketihood of
reoccurrence of maltreatment. This study examines the experiences
of individuals doing this important work.

Desisn

A pretest interview of one child protection employee with two
years of work experience was completed 6 months prior to
implementation of this study. It provided valuable insight into the
requirements to complete this project. The results of this pretest
provided a list of topics to be considered in the larger study. pretest
information indicated that most of the children apprehended. are
Aboriginal children. Thus, this design was developed in consurtation
with members of the Aboriginar communit¡r. The possibility that
racism may be a factor in cross-cr:Itural issues is acknowledged at the
outset. Pretest information also indicated that the cr:Itural gap
between staff and crient was an important work experience.

Child protection
time of this study by 4
South.

services in Winnipeg were organized at the
regions: North-West, Central, Eastern, and

The subject of the cr:lture of child protection work lends itself
to both quantitative and qualitative analysis. There is the value of
being able to describe some of the basic characteristics of the
community: the number of families in the area, the number of staff
employed, case counts per worker, and. general characterization of the
case load. These results provide a profile of the 4 ad.ministrative
regions of Winnipeg Child And Family Services.

The use of qualitative analysis enhances
the nafure of the work, cross_cultural issues,

the understanding of
how the tasks are
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learned, and the impact of stress on the staff and. the subtext of
informants. This is very appropriately rearned through d.iscourse
with an informant because this method of research facilitates an in_
depth anarysis of informant motivation and needs.

The Board of winnipeg child and Family services was asked
for support of this srudy and gave formar approvar (Appendix A). The
Board requested that a follow-up examination of the topic occur at a
later date. This study was confined to observations at one interval in
1999. If a follow-up study is to be d.one, a separate sfudy with
appropriate Ethics approval for that will be re-submitted.

The following framework was
regarding the administrative regions

used to collect information
of Winnipeg CFS.
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Informants from the 4 off,rces were chosen randomry from rists
of employees separated by the region of employment. This was done
to permit the variation across winnipeg to emerge by selecting from aI
the regional zones.

The inclusion criteria for the study population was a group of
recent graduates who are within a similar interval of 12 to 36 months
completed after their first emplo¡rment in child protection services.
This sample was informants of different ages and different culfural
backgrounds working in the 4 winnipeg cFs regions. For the

REGION ALL

CHILDRENO-

19 YEARS

NUMBEROF

CHILDRENIN

CARE

Ma¡ch. 1999)

PROTECTION

CASES

NO. OF STAIT

PROVIDING

PROTECTION

SERVICES

North-West 32,600 772 598 43

Central 15,795 8r8 575 39

Easæm

(not including

rural disrict)

59,645 698 796 50

South-West 54,245 336 814 38

Total (1997-

e8) 162,295 2624 2,793 t70
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purposes of this study, the defïnition of cross cultural is that the
child protection worker provides more than so% of services to
families from a cultural background different from his or her own. In
the original project design the time interval from graduation from
college or university was I to 2 years. This was expanded to 1 to 3
years as the addition of 1 year of work experience considerably
increased the sample population size to 60 persons

Exclusion criteria was graduates who have not worked. in child
protection for 1 year or more after completion of formal sfudies, those
with 4 or more years employment, and staff who work less than sO%o
of their time in chitd protection services. \Minnipeg and nearby
communities are the location of employment. The employer has 4
regional ofnices (North-west, central, Eastern, and south-west
winnipeg child and Family services). Informants were chosen
randomly from the 4 offices to permit variation across regional offices.
This diversity is important given the variation in the socioeconomic
profile of the 4 regions.

The informants were aware of the research that Grant Reid and
I have done on child maltreatment including the use of rhe Manitoba
Risk Estimation system as a standard of practice for risk assessment
(sigurdson & Reid, rgg7). They were pleased to participate and
seemed ready to describe their experiences in a relaxed and open
fashion. This led to a ready flow of observations and experiences that
moved from earþ experiences in high school and university, followed
by forma-l training in sociar work and mentoring each received. A
number of times the observations and concerns seemed. to be
particularly well crystallized. The entire interviews were tape
recorded.

My goal was to minimize my impact on the behavior of the
informants, as my interest might potentially bias the report towards
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more discussion of risk factors and prediction of reoccurrence.
Interestingiy, this did not occur as many of the conversations and
experiences focused on their learning the culture of chitd protection
work and cross cultural experiences during this emproyment.

The pretest interview a[owed for a tria] of whether the impact
of the observer was problematic for the behavior of the informant.
This did not occur.

Access to the informants was not a probrem. T. Lance Barber,
chief Executive officer, introduced this study to prospective
informants (Appendix B). I was welcomed. to the offices and. was
given sufficient time to comprete the interview. My tape recording or
notes did not interfere with the flow of information. The records
were available for review shortly afterward. No mechanical or
computer device was used to do an analysis of frequency of word.s
used.

As it was not possible to say which parts of the tapes were
most instructive of the issues in the interview, it was necessary to
type the full set of tape recordings to better know how to use it
appropriately. This typing involved a considerable amount of time.

Ethics

All informants received a participant information sheet prior to
discussing the consent form. This information sheet \¡/as fully
reviewed with the potential informant. I explained that the
informant's name would not be used and. that the tapes would. be
erased after they had been transcribed. This has occurred. The
structure of the informed consent \¡¡as taken from the text book

dissemination of data
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by J.M. Morse
and P.A. Field (199s). It was modified with assistance from Dr. J.
Kaufert and Dr. sharon MacDonald. A signed. consent was kept in a
secure place. The identifoing information regarding the informant in
the quoted sections of this report were modifìed to protect identity.
The informants were identified and. contacted as described. in the
following section, "Sample".

All winnipeg cFS staff rearned of this study by means of a
letter from The Executive office of winnipeg child and Family
services, stating that participation is voluntary, that the staff
interviews will occur during the work d.ay, and that no identification
of individual responses will occur. The researcher selected a random
sample of names to fill in each of the sections of the survey frarne.
Then information sheets were given to those selected stating that the
recipient has been asked to participate. This letter made it clear that
employment in the workplace was not affected. by the decision to
participate or not to participate. when suffìcient staff were
interviewed to complete the sample frame, the informant group was
closed to recruitment.

The consent form was read and, 2 copies were signed, one for
the informant and one for the interviewer, and. there were very few
questions about the consent form itself. A copy of this report is to be
made available to the informants and. to winnipeg child and Family
Services.

Sample

The number needed to interview is set by theoreticar and
practical concerns. The total population of all informants is the group
of new child protection workers in winnipeg. A list of all staff
employed to do this work was provided. by Ms connie Newman,
winnipeg child and Family services and. the actual number was 60.
Those who graduated in the last 3 years are the group of interest in
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this study. This list of 6o new emproyees was arranged by the 4
regional offices. The sample for interview provid.es for variation
across offices by randomly selecting 2 names from each of the 4
offìces. Respondents were not asked at which universit5r or college
they had studied as a social work.

This study was introduced to all staff by means of a letter from
The Executive office of winnipeg child and Family services. This
letter stated that the staff interviews will occur during the work day,
that participation is voluntary, and no id.entification of individual
responses will occur. The researcher will selected a random sample
of names to fill in each of the sections of the suruey frame. The first
9 selected all agreed to be interviewed. Then information sheets were
given to those selected stating that the recipient has been asked to
participate. A copy of this letter and information sheet is located in
Appendix c & D. This letter mad.e it clear that employment in the
workplace was not affected by the decision to participate or not to
participate. When sufficient staff were interviewed to complete the
sample frame, the informant group was closed. to recruitment. There
was no control group.

It was expected that 16 interviews would be need.ed.
"saturation", the point where no new themes emerged, was reached,
when after the 8th interview it was observed that little additional
new information was emerging which had not already been obtained.
This decision to stop after 9 was made because there was ongoing
review and analysis of data as the interviews took place. A decision
to do one further interview \¡/as made to confirm that observation.
That was the case. A total of 9 interviews were made. A more
heterogeneous sampre frame wourd have yierded. more diversity. An
exarnple of a more heterogeneous sample would be to interview rural
Manitoba agencies.

@
actual numbers
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REGION ORIGINAL PROPOSAL FOR

NUMBER OF INFORMANTS

ACTUAL NUMBER OF

INFORMANTS

North ÏVest 4 2

Central 4 J

Eastern 4 2

South 4 2
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a

a

a

A semi-structured interview was used. Each interview lasted
1.25 to 1.75 hours. The following outline is a list of topics, derived
from a pretest, that was prepared in advance for discussion. These
topics were not followed mechanically, but rather the interview
process allowed these topics or others to emerge and be discussed..
As a result, the following topics did not get equal attention.

your work
the nature of child protection work
formal learning

high school

college

university
child protection training

training on the job

clinical skills
team learning
mentor

life experience

growing up
volunteer experience

work experience
system knowledge

inappropriate system responses
regulations

aclual problem solving
case load

cross cultural experiences and issues
racism

risk factors in child protection
changes for the fulure

The themes which emerged were analyzed.
horizontally by visual inspection and manual means.

vertically and
Some themes

a

a

a

a

a

discussion
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which were most important to staff served as organi zing concepts for
the major themes of this sfudy.

Implementation

some notes were taken d.uring the interview but as littre as
needed, so as to not disturb the flow of conversation. The tape
recorder was used during the interview. The interview tapes \¡/ere
transcribed. Key words and phrases were recorded and quantiñed. As
well, process notes regarding the pace, emphasis, and st¡rle of the
interview were noted.

we met at the informants' offìces. First we introduced
ourselves, and then the narure of the inquiry was explained. The
project was described as learning about the culture of child protection
from the perspective of recent graduates in social work. once we
agreed to proceed the interview occurred a week later. A signed
informed consent \¡/as completed at the first visit. Resources for tape
recording the interview were obtained. Sufficient time was set aside
for the interview, so that if it went on for longer than expected it was
not interrupted unnecessarily. steps were taken to minimize the
interviewer's impact on the behavior of the informant, so as not to
bias the report towards more d.iscussion of rísk factors and the
prediction of reoccurrence.

As it was not possible to say which parts of the tapes would be
most instructive of the issues in the interview, it was necessary to
type the full set of tape recordings. These full transcripts provided
the basis for developing models of themes and the relationship
between themes. This process led. to developing a set of major themes
and subthemes which supporred or expanded. and understanding of
the major themes.
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Results

es ln and framework

Early in the course of research design it was decided to use a
traditional methodolory of reading and re-read.ing the interviews many
times to be thoroughly familiar with the context and. to mechanically
extract themes from that. As a result of this method., 16 major themes
and 47 sub-themes were noted. The 9 interviews represented each
region wíth one region providing 3 interviews. This covered the 4
regions of \trinnipeg child and Family services. Two informants
came from each region. one additional interview was added to satisff
the impression that no new themes were emerging on additional
interviewing.

The 16 main themes were:
o Practical solutions to work problems
o Clerical skills
o Emotional demands
¡ Work environment
o Supervision
o Social work education
o Training on the job
o University experience
o Life experience/skills
o System knowledge
o Case load
o Cross cultural experiences and issues
o Risk factors in chitd protection
o Client experience
o Resources
o Changes for the future

Each of these topics was supported by a set of subthemes.
These main themes are not equal in importance. The reasons for

interpretins data
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selecting 4 themes are provided in a following section on Thematic
coding. The 4 most important themes will be discussed. in detail.
Each informant is referenced by the letters A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, J.
There was no interview with the identity L The subthemes cluster by
major theme. The following are the major thematic clusters and the
supporting subthemes.

Practical solutions to work problems (solution focused practice)
o Making connection with clients
o Finding good foster homes
o Defining oneself through work
o Improving skills (competence or mastery)
o Need for flexibility with solving problems
o understanding the nature of child protection work

Case work skills
o Paperwork demands
o Need better computer resources
o Court preparations

Emotional demands
o Coping with stress
o Pride in work (quafiff work)
o Working with uncertainty
o Unable to leave work at work
o Support from family
o Good job security

\tr/ork environment
o Staff turnover
o professional vulnerability
o peer support
o work of others before / interconnectedness of system

Supervision
o Importance of good supervision
. Experience of inadequate supervision
o Experience of infrequent and inforinal supervision

Social work education
o High School
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. College or University
o Child protection Training

Training on the job
o Ciinical Skills
o Quick immersion to work
o Team Learning
o Mentor

University experience
t 2 yeat program vs. 3 year program
o Practicum at University
o Insufficientpreparation
o Gap between practice and theory

Life experience/skills
o Growing up on welfare
o Volunteering
o No previous experience
o Work Experience

System knowledge

o Inappropriate system responses
o Regulations
o problem solving

Case load
o Burnout
o Caseload too high

Cross culfural experiences and issues
o Racism
o Culfural gap

o Language gap

o Mixed benefit of same culture worker
o Cultural attunement or sensitivit¡r
o Few links with Aboriginal Communit¡r

Risk factors in child protection
o No regular risk assessment
¡ Child,s perception
o Uncertainty in assessment because of lack of risk assessment
o Intuitive risk method
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Client experience
o Valuing client insight
o Family of origin issues
o Anger at the system
o Lack of trust
o Poverty / alcoholism
o Small steps / client strength
o Mental health issues of parents

Resources

o Alcoholism treatment
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Sample of case narratives involving an aggregate of data

Two informants \¡/ere selected as representative of the career
experience of the 2 main groups of participants, namely those who
have entered child protection practice directly from the high school
and universit¡r stream, and those who have returned to their academic
studies after taking time to raise a family or work in another career.
This grouping of respondents was made because it described a m4ior
difference between the career patterns of participants in two
subgroups: those who proceeded directly from post secondary sludies
to child protection work and those who preceded. social work stud.ies
with another career. The intent of introducing the raw data is (1) to
give a qualitative feel for the narrative data and an overview of the
social workers'roles using their voice and (2) to provide a commentary
on the characteristics of this work and the themes which emerge
from the informants.

The following is a sample of the interviews with two
informants' Extended narratives describing career and professional
sociallzation are included in the thesis to establish the tone and
fuoice" of the participants. As composite or aggregate examples they
did not include case identifiers or detailed demographic proflles to
insure confidentiality and anonymity. The retter corresponding to the
identity of the informant has not been included to insure
confidentiality of the respondent. The discourse of both informants
has been supplemented from interviews with other informants of a
similar career path to provide a composite of experience. Thematic
subheadings have been added to provide signposts which indicate
transitions in the themes of the two prototypic narratives. An
interpretation of the comments and an analysis of the subtext is
integrated into the interviews.

The first composite biography brings a set of life experiences as
a new employee in chitd protection. This person has raised a family,
worked elsewhere, and has chosen to be employed in an area of
winnipeg which is different from that person,s community of origin.
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Cornposite Interview I

Prior career and Life experience

One of the themes in child protection work is
the knowledge and life experíence we bring to
the work and how it is modifîed. What
proceeded your working in this capacity?

I didn't have any previous experience in child
welfare. I did my field placement here and before
my field placement before I even graduated I
started working here. I went with a concentrated
program so I had one field placement, so this is
absolutely it in terms of special social worker or
child welfare experience. I am pretty old, probably,
for this study. I was involved in a lot civit rights
and anti-war sfuff in the States and then when I
moved to Canada in the ZOs, the Women's
Movement and setting up a rape crisis centre and a
women's centre, so I did have that kind of
orientation and background way back.

Professional sociali zation

HorIr did you prepare for child protection work
at the agency?

I have a practical view, based on working in poor
parts of large cities. I accept small changes and
the process can be slow, no quick fixes here. I
wanted to work in a disadvantaged part of
Winnipeg. This is the most interesting part of the
city.

Supervision

Supervision is something that has often been
mentioned as being important. Could you
comment on superrision.

During my field placement, I had a field supervisor
who is a worker, not a supervisor within the work
setting but someone who supervises students and
takes responsibility for training the sfudents. My
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field supervisor was great, and we hit it off right
away. I was very forfunate, I feel. She takes her job
seriously, cares about it a lot and is a terrific
person and we just blended, and she, I didn't have
to deal with any personality stuff or she just right
away would say, "Well, yoü do this because you are
good at this", and we were tag teaming clients for
interwiewing and a lot of different things, and she
was just always pleased to help me. She gave good
directions, but we worked really well together a lot
of time as à team. There wasn't really any
supervision with a supervisor on that unit who
didn't really have much to do with me, but it
worked out very, very well for me. I also completely
trusted my field supervisor and knew that she
would never leave me hanging out to dry. She
would always take responsibility because, of
cottrse, it was ultimately her responsibility.

Prior values

One of my questions to you is about your
studies in social work. What were some of the
experiences that you had in that part of your
career?

I think that the universiþr was a really good
experience for me. I didn't get my first degree
there, so, I hadn't been there before, and it \¡/as a
good experience for me in a lot of ways. I don't
think that what I learned in the social work
program specifically really changed me. I would
have been doing the job much the same, even if I
hadn't gone, but I don't know how much of that is
just me. I don't know if you would say moral
issues, but some of the issues that are
fundamentally important in social work that are
very difficult to address in an academic setting-
issues around racism and attifudes toward povert¡r,
welfare and all of those things are more political.
We think of them as being more political than
academic, but they are fundamental issues around.
social work and so that certainly, maybe it had to
be this way, but it is unforfunate that there are
people who maybe had attitudes that weren,t going
to be helpfrrl to them or weren't going to help them
work in a certain environment, for instance, the
environment of this office, and even though
lecturers and in discussion maybe some of those
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attitudes were addressed or challenged in a mild
sense, there wasn't really any effort to really deal
with it and help people work ttrrough some of
those issues. It is inappropriate to expect to turn
out everybody who has the same political agenda.

Formal studies

$Ias the course of study suitable for the
challenges of this r¡rork?

I don't think so, but, of course, part of the problem
is that it is a generalist degree and social work
encompasses such a huge number of things that
are so diverse that I don't know how you could
really have a generalist program that really
prepared you in depth for a particular field. There
is a lot of history, which is fine with me. My first
degree was in history, I tiked it, I already knew
most of the history, so that was easy and very
nafural to me. I don't know ultimately how relevant
it was, and I certainly, in hearing other people,
other people struggled quite a bit with the
historical part of it and the political part of it, and
also felt it was irrelevant. I know that I was in the
concentrated program so I was only at universiþr
for two years. For the first year, the general sense
of the people that I spoke with was "when are we
going to learn something that is going to make a
difference". So much of that first year was a lot of
history, a lot of politicai stuff which is a good
framework but it seemed that a lot of the classes
started from the same point and made sure tve
knew it. Well, we had already done it in other
classes so it was even redundant, and even if you
considered it relevant, there was a lot of
redundancy in those areas.

Which topic or issue have you found
particularly important in this transition from a
student to early practitioner?

I think most workers would in some way mention
paperwork. No one under rates the value of it,
because obviously it is important for a number of
reasons. But, given our caseloads, I guess it really
comes to caseload, it is very impractical and you
spend all yoì-rr time covering your butt on a
caseload like we carry, or you can actually balance
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it, which is what most people do with doing what
you sort of think is an adequate butt-covering job,
but maybe does not aclually meet standards, and
still being able to actually be in the field and so
some work. Our caseloads are high.

This set of interviews on professional socialization and training
to become a child protection worker display the benef-rt of drawing
from life experiences rather than re\ring on formal training. Positive
and supportive training is valued, but real life experience made the
difference.

The cultura-l context of work

Would you speak about the cultural gap that
exists between non-indigenous or non-
community members working here and your
views on ít.

One of the things is that I don't pretend that it
doesn't exist and I think that to consider that it
doesn't is wrong. To consider it a non-issue is
trivializing something that is very important and
even if a worker doesn't feel that they have a
problem with it, not to acknowledge that their
clients experiences make it an issue is maybe not
very perceptive. I think that it is always an issue
and I don't think there is any way around that. I
think tJrat you can minim2e it, but you certainly
can't eliminate it.

Risk assessment

fiIhat Íûe your views on the risks that are part
of each child's life and how do you
conceptualize the matter of risk?

I think that a fundamental point that I always have
in my mind all the time and I say quite often to
people is that we are always working on a sliding
scale. It is not a risk or no risk sifuation ever. It
is always a degree of risk and that is a hard thing
to deal with. It would be easier if it were risk or no
risk, but there is always degree of risk and
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different people have their different lines in the
sand around that.

How do you take those concepts and apply them
to your work, the operatíon, as it were, of that
concept?

We use à risk assessment scale sometimes,
although not nearly as often as we are supposed
to. I think the reason for that is that it is
sometimes clumsy to use, for something that we
already know, that in most cases I would have a
pretty good sense of how I felt and what I felt the
strengths were and the risk factors and the
contributing factors to risk and my own sense of
where that sort of was on my sliding scale.
Sometimes it is helpful when yo, arJ having
trouble with that, when you talk to the client you
are feeling this way, but then when you go talk to
the supervisor about what you are feeling, and you
are really having trouble really getting yoìrr own
sense of exactly where things are and where your
comfort level is. Then that can be helpful. I think
that one of the things that you do is learn to begin
to get a little comfortable with risk, because you
have to. If you can't develop a comfort level with
risk, then you can't do the job because there is
always risk and it cannot be eliminated by
bringing the kids into care and putting them in a
foster home, there is always risk. So, you just
learn to accept that fact, almost as a premise, so
that you are not somebody who is always trying to
eliminate risk. I consider that really a dangerous
thing, I don't think everybody has their point,
nobody is literally trying to eliminate all risk but
there are some workers that have more of a focus
on trying to eliminate risk and bring risk down to
zero, and I consider that dangerou.s, that has its
own risks. it is a different use of the word "risk"
but it means that maybe kids are coming into care
when they would be better off at home. All those
things.

This narrative on risk
view and greater confìdence

management displays the more realistic
which broader life experience provides.
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The components of work

How many cases would you carry?

I am not sure what I have right now, I did have in
the upper SOs.

How many of those fall into the court system?

We do a lot--10 or 20. I wouldn't necessarily be
attending court at any given time but certainly
more than that would be, for instance, under
temporar¡r orders, which means that you are
always at some point in the court cycle.

Does court make paperrork much worse?

Yeah, it does because there is a fair amount of
paper work connected with court but I don't mind
the court cases or court work that much. I don't
like having to sit around, most of your time is
spent sitting around wasting time when yoll go to
docket or nothing, but that is just the way it
works, there isn't really much wây arou.nd that.
When I actually get to do court work, instead of
just sitting around waiting for it to happen, I don't
mind it. The paper work, I have the same duties,
in that workers have to, we have to do otlr o\¡/n
court particulars. It seems to me, I mean I don't
think there is any other client that a lawyer would
have to do their own particulars for court. We are
the clients and I am not sure why we are doing
the particulars and sometimes they will be sent
back to us and the lawyers will sây, "'Well, you
know, these aren't adequate, we need more of this
and more of that", well, then do something, you
know, (taughs) we have even had workers, I had
this experience, that had court particulars sent
back from the lawyers saying, "There is too much
here, you need to pare it down". Excuse me
(laughs), you pare it down. You know it comes back
like that, so that bothers me, I personally don't
know why we are doing that, as other clients of
lawyers don't do their own court particulars.

What are the things that you lea¡ned that you
would wish others to learn as well, that a¡e
particularly useful, beyond what we have
mentioned?
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I think one would be a very specific piece of
information, a sort of perception, I guess, but one
of the things that is really necessary to get through
this work and to deal with it effectively is to
always think that there is more than one answer.
It is important in terms of making the most of
supervision and meetings with collaterals and
community people. Never think that you are the
one who just absolutely knows how it has to go
down. Then yon can hear those things. It atso
makes it easier to be flexible when you have to do
something that you don't think is right, if you
haven't let yourself get into the kind of mode that
you are God and that you know and you can see
what is right and if you never let yourself get into
that, or get caught up in that, then you can not
only hear other people's input better, but you can
also deal better when you are required to do thíngs
that you really don't think are right.

W,hat is the toughest part of the job?

I don't know. I know that there are few things that
I dislike the most. Placement is the most critical
issue followed by fostering the foster parents. I
don't ever particularly want to be a foster parent or
foster worker because the hardest thing for me is
to deal with bad foster parents (laughs)--they make
rne crazy!. The clients I don't have a problem with,
that's fìne, but when I am dealing with a bad foster
home, I just hate it and I think that if all of our
foster homes were absolutely--I mean, we expect
people to have to be miracle workers and people
can't be and it is an unfair expectation. There is
no reason to assume that just because somebody
thinks that, "oh, I can help kids", that they are
going to have anywhere near the skills or the
perception or the insight that are needed to do the
job. Because it is a hugely difficult thing and far
more diffìcult than my job--far more diflicult to be a
foster parent, to be a really wonderful foster
parent. We have good foster parents and we have
lousy foster parents and you have a good
percentage of really wonderful parents. If we had
enough really wonderful foster parents, I just feel
that so many things would be easier in my work.

\trhat is the best part of the job?
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I like most of my clients and I take personal
satisfaction in being someone who can do a toughjob. That is important to me. It is when i first
started doing this job and people would ask me, my
sister, a friend, whomever, if I iiked it. I would
say, and it was absolutely true, that is not just that
I iike it, I mean sometimes I don't like it.
Sometimes I hate it, but not really, but sometimes I
don't like it, I don't like what I have to do, I don't
like what I have to see, I don't like what I have to
think about necessarily, but I always like who it
makes me, and who it makes me feel like I am. I
feel that it has made me more myself than I ever
have been before, and I think that is pretty cool to
be able to say that you are doing what makes you
feel like who you've always wanted to be and who
you are supposed to be. I don't think it gets any
better than that, and part of, I mean it, and a little
embar¡assing to admit, but part of that it is true
that I take a lot of satisfaction being tough enough
to do it. Sometimes I don't do a good thing entirely.
Mostly, it is a lot of back and forth, bringing kids
in and out of care, we know that is bad for them,
and it is just the way whether is worse for them to
be bouncing back and forth than it is for them to
be home at that particular time, things like that. I
believe that it is a job that has to be done, even
though it is not black and white, even though you
can't always be doing the right thing, even all
those things, and other people making things
crazy when somebody is not doing it, but I take a
lot of satisfaction and pride in my work.

Language and Culfure
Language is an important way in which groups

their culfures. This question about using different
addressed to a child protection worker who works
setting after a first career elsewhere:

define part of
languages is

in a bilingual

\Píth regards to language, does that pose an
important cultural gap or how does language
enter in to your work?

I think it does quite often, particularþ more now
that we are centralized. When I was in that unit
my supervisor spoke French so sometimes she
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would intervene if that was necessary. But now,
being centralized, IVe come across a number of
times when we have people who only speak
Portuguese, or German, or French, and we need to
bring in out-of-agency interpreters. Or trying to
coordinate things with people within the agency
who speak another language. It certainly does
have an impact. My feeling is that the people who
don't speak English don't receive the same level of
service. Our intake unit does now have a French
speaking worker, so I don't think that applies to
the French clients, but I think on the whole,
people with varying culfural backgrounds and
different languages don't receive the same level.
This is partly because myself and mâny of my
colleagues aren't as educated or aware of what
many of these issues are, what resoìlrces are
available in the different communities, and what
might be culturally appropriate. I don't think that
we are as sensitive as we can and should be.
Language is one piece of that, but there are many
other pieces as well.

Another perspective on the importance of language is from a
different interview with an Aboriginal social worker who had

returned to social work sfudies and social work after raisíng her
children. The confidence that comes from a cultural connection is

apparent.

Are you expected by your clients to speak
Ojibway more than you are able to?

I think sometimes. I guess it is sort of not so
much the younger people, but the older people say
"Why don't you know it?", and I tell them, well, I
just wasn't taught.

How do you respond when someone is very
positive that you have Aboriginal ethnicity and
hear you speaking some of their language?

I think that there is already an element of trrst
then. I don't have to work as hard to try to engage
them.
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reference point in most day's work.

describes the aspect of ethnicity as a factor
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of origin or ethnicity is a
The following informant

in work with families.

Are there expectations that you experience that
are different from the non-Aboriginal r¡¡orkers
here, when someone sees or hears that you
might know some Ojibway ârlld you have that
history?

It depends. I found that with some of the people I
work with it can give me an edge. There is not
that distrust and barriers that are right up front.
They feel that they will be talking with someone
who knows some of their experience. But at other
times it is of no benefit at all. I am a "sell-ou.t",
"how could I go work for the big white agency that
has been snatching native children for years now,.
So it is either-or; it is either a really good response
or it is very bad. There is not really too much in
between.

Is there en example of a topic that you might be
able to get to that someone who wasnrt
speaking the language or a non-Aboriginat
couldntt get to?

I think that in dealing with poverer and
alcoholism. i grew up sporadicatly in and out of
the child welfare system as well, and I think that
depending on the situation, sharing a little piece
of that, and being able to say: "IVe been there, and
I know how it is to struggle. I also know how it is
to grow up in a family that struggles with
alcoholism and poverer, so I know that this is
something that will impact your children for years
to come". I think that they hear it a little easier.
It doesn't necessarily get us where we want to go
any faster but I think that there is already that
element of trust, and knowing that I am not going
to be just another person to stomp on them the way
they feel that they already have been, not only by
the Child Welfare System, but by the system itself.

Workplace stress
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Another experienced child protection workers describes
preparation for this work from the perspective of job stress. This
person had made a career shift after lo years working in another
career. This person completed formal social work studies and began

to work in child protection services. These narratives from other
informants broaden the case of the experienced worker. The common

thread between informants with prior life experience is the repertoire
of alternative career experiences and associated solutions to job

stress.

Was burnout something discussed in your
formal studies?

Minimally. Very minimally. And it wasn't
something that was offered as it was the people
who weren't taking care of themselves, or the
weak kind of workers, their brrrnout was
synonymous with incompatibility to social work.
That kind of thing: "if you did this, this, and this,
then you are not going to experience burnoufl.
That is bull s**t. Because I do the things that are
asked of me, and I live a fairly healthy lifestyle.
So, I mean, I am still feeling it. It is getting to be
time for a holiday.

What about your caseload, and requirement for
completing reports, and court requirements, and
the culture of the workplace.

Well, let me say that prior to being a child
protection worker, I had some notions as to what it
was. I felt that it was very exciting, and that there
would be great opporfunity for some therapeutic-
type work. And that was sort of what my goal was
in being a social worker is to be able to work wíth
people, and to assist them to making better choices
in their lives. The case loads and the amount of
work we have make that virfually impossible. If I
am allowed to spend three hours per month per
client I think that I am quite lucþ. Most of that
time is spend dealing with paperwork and
processing funding, for them to participate in
therapy or get them hooked up with school, or
maybe they want to go to camp this summer, or
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things like that. The culture is, I think within
child protection as a whole, that we don,t really
have the opportunity to do what we thought wè
were going to be doing, and the result of that being
that I think that there is a feeling that we dontt
really help people that much, other than process
financial requirements. As the welfare status sort
of been retrenching over the last 10 - 15 years, you
get the feeling that child welfare rffork, child
protection work, has sort of become the last hole
ín the public safetSr net. I am having to deal with
people who have been cut of welfare because they
didn't claim $ZO.OO on their expense. I mean, I
think that it is a very different role that we play
now as opposed to maybe 20 years ago or so. It
really is tough. And it can be disheartening.

This effect of workplace stress is discussed in the context of
how different formal studies are from workplace realities. The

following is from a child protection worker who also links "a really
big missing piece in the educationn with stress and being

"overwhelmed". This is an interview with a second person who
returned to Universit¡r after raising a family.

Were there things that you learned about Child
Protection that only co'ne from being here, and
what rpere some of those ideas or principles
that you learned?

Yes. I guess more to the job was a lot of the court
work. Nothing that is offered on campus really
touches on any of that, and it is such a large part
of what we do. I think that learning that whole
process it is a really big missing piece in the
education. It is very stressful. you have to know
what you a-re doing, and I don't think that there
was anything in my studies that prepared me for
that. It is sort of something that you have to learn
right there and then. You sta¡t working, you are
handed a case load, and away you go. I think that
if there had been something offered that would.
have prepared me better for the court work it
would have gone a long way. Some of the policy
courses touched on the mechanics of it, but
aclually being in there and doing that, and having
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to prepare the papers for it, I was overwhelmed at
times.

Summary of the prototvpic older social worker with extensive life
experience

This d.iscourse of a prototypic social worker who began

employment with considerable life experience has a subtext of modest
confidence and optimism, combined with a genuine interest and
enjoyment in exploring cultural diversity through work. There is, in
addition, a quiet acceptance that change is often slow and familíes
have their own resou.rces and solutions which can be nurtured by the
social worker.

The portions of the narrative involving risk assessment reveal
the conñdence of those who bring greater life experience to the work.
It appears ttrat a broader life experience gives â more realistic view of
risk management.

Composite Interview II
This next composite biography contrasts with the fîrst

composite career narrative. It describes the experience of a person
who moved directly from high school to university to child protection
work. The transition to this work has been a challenge and at times
very difficult for the less experienced worker.

Profes sional sociali zation

W,hat about the theory and academic work, how
well did that prepare you for your work?

It didn't at all. What I am doing now is what I
learn here. But, maybe a few courses in
particular, for example the "Interpersonal
Communication Skills Course", that prepared me
for the interviewing drills and how to deal with
involuntary clients. That helped me a little bit.
There is a Child and Family Services cou.rse that I
took. It is one thing to learn and be in a class
room and hear these ideas, but to actually put them
into practice is another thing all together. What I
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learned and what I
coinciding at atl.

arrr doing now are not

Looking back, is there a chânge to the course
work, to more appropriately prepare and
support the fïrst few years?

I know that the field instructors who have come
out of this office, that students have been involved
with, everybody is so busy that it is really hard to
give IOOyo. My field instructor from the parent
Centre had the ability, a little bit more, to spend
time with me because she didn,t caîry a case load..
I think that instructors who come into the office,
their time is very limited and it is very hard, but I
know it should mean how can we help a sludent
prepare for working in an agency. What more can
you do? A student is here basically 4 tÍmes â.
week, that is definitely preparing them. The
material that we learn at school, that is the
knowledge that gives u.s some skins but it is totaly
different what we learn there and what *è
implement. I don't know if you can incorporate
them.

What are the skills and abilities and knowledge
that really matter to your child protectioo woik
now?

Definitely organization. That has definitety helped
me. My tight University career helped me with the
organization piece, it just wasn,t Social Work. I
guess the reality, for example, the Child and
Family services course that I took, gave us an idea
of what we would be entering into if we were to
work with Child and Family Services. So that was
opener there. But the thing is, we had to take that
course, but there were students in that course who
weren't even in that fîeld at all. So they were
there to get the credit, but that,s it, because once
they leave they leave. And there a.re some
students who actually work at the agency, so they
are able to kind of put into practice what they arè
learning, and try to implement them when they
are at the office. But for some students it was very
difficult because they were into another area ari
together.

The Cullural Context of Work
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What about the cultural differences that exist
sometimes?

I did take the Aboriginal course. I did learn some
sfuff, but nothing that would have helped me.
Working in the North End has helped me more
with the Aboriginal culLure, not the material that
t¡/as provided for me. When I took it, \¡/e dealt
with the history, and what the Aboriginal people
went through, and it was totally irrelevant. It was
relevant to a certain degree, but it didn,t help me
with how to respond to them.

Tlhat percentage of your clients are Aboríginal?

In my caseload, at least 9B%.

Non-Aboriginal Worker's perspective

Could you talk a little bit about what it is like
to be non-Aboriginal and work in an Aboriginal
community?

\Mell, to tell you the truth, a lot of my clients think
that I am Aboriginal. I have had that before where
they have thought that I was Aboriginal. I have
told them otherwise. But there is no comparison,
obviously, with me being ltalian and them being
Aboriginal in experience. A lot of my clients have
gone through a lot. A lot of them went through
residential schools, and their children, who I am
dealing with now, listen to their parents about
what they went through, and in turn take it out on
us. They think it is our fault. They see me as a
white person.

How does that affect you?

It is very difficult in that they r¡/on,t let me in.
There is a lot of distrust. They are very loyal to
their parents. And so they will not let us in, even
though we are trying to help, and even though we
say to them that þour parents or your mom went
through a lot back then, but lets concentrate on
now, lets concentrate on making changes now, we
can improve, we don't have to deal with that." I
know that some of my clients want to let me in,
but then again, there is that level of trust, because
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they are going to go home, and their parents are
going to say to them : "What she just said to you is
bull" or "there is a reason, she is being conniving".
So, it is very difficult. In fact, the majority of my
clients don't trust.

Gaining access and acceptance in another culfure

When you are saying *let me in" do you mean
trusting, or through the door?

Oh, I have front door problems as well. Not as
large as the trust issue. I mean, the majority of my
clients will let me in the door. But there is a
percentage that refuse to let me in.

Tell me a bit about how you handle that.

Well, you get the door slammed irr your face.
Depending on the sifuation, I mean, I deal a lot
with young moms, and it is their parents who
won't let me in. When I try to reach out to my
young moms at their schools they won't let me in
because their parents warned them not to talk to
me. So, basically, depending on the family
siluation and the dynamics, if we think that this
young mom is OK even though her mom or dad are
not letting us in, sounds like this person involved
looks up to the school, and has other resou.rces
involved, so we will talk to that resource and say:
"OK, they are not letting us in so we are going to
close the case, but if there is a problem, let us
known. But we just have to make sure that that
client has other resources available to them, so
then we can close it. But if there are some really
high risk factors there, we r¡/on't close it obviously,
but will continue to monitor, and if needed we will
have to get assistance with that. I have not yet
had to resort to that. One of my latest cases, a
ne\¡¡ one, almost came to that, but they carne
through, so that was good. But unforfunately, the
majorit¡r of the time, perhaps you have to say that:
"if you are not going to be open to working with
me, then we are going to have to resort to these
drastic measures, which would be getting the
police involved or going to the courts."

\Morking with Aboriginal Workers
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Do you involve child protection stafi who are
Aboriginal as part of the strategr if the doors
close?

Yes. lVe try. Within our office we do have some
Aboriginal workers. But they have their own
caseloads, we can't include them all of the time in
our case loads, because then they are too busy, it is
just not fair. But the majority of our clients, if tn.y
go to school, will have an Aboriginal person
involved some how, so we can reach out to them.
For example, my client that I met just a little while
ago is involved with a support worker for a co-op
program, and she had an Aboriginal support
worker. So having that support worker ih.r.
he]ned me to get into working with her. She just
asked me to get a support worker from our agency
to look at her baby, so we worked together that
way, so that is good.

I am interested then in finding out a bit more
about what are some of your observations about
child protection staff who are Aboriginal
working in the same communit5z.

The same thing, there is no difference. There is
frustration, just líke us, the same things, be it the
legal systern, be it with the schools, bJ it with the
clients. We all experience the same thing. It is
very frustrating. Nothing different. Like I said
earlier, this communit¡r has a lot of history in
regards to what they have experienced with the
residential schools, or what they experienced with
the former Children's Aid Society, and that is why
they will not work with, or cooperate, with th;
agency. They are still very resentful, but not only
is it the clients that are resentful, it is other
collaterals. And that is what makes it that much
more frustrating, hard to come to work sometimes
acbually. Yesterday I just wanted to leave. I
thought, "what am I doing here?". you know, you
try so hard.

So that left you...

...wanting to go home. I thought .what am i doing
here!". That particular agency requested 

"o *rr"ñfrom us, Winnipeg Child and Family Services. We
provide as much as we can and as fast as we can,
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because they expected it and we wanted to provid.e
them with whatever they needed as efñcieãtly as
we could. And then we thought that this was
their intention, but then we found out that it was
not going to be their intention. But there was
nothing we could do about it anymore, because the
child was not a ward of Winnipeg Child and.
Family Services any longer. So basically leaves you
with the sense that there is nothing that I can do.
It doesn't matter how hard we try to help these
children, sometimes your hands are tied. you try
so hard to work with everybody, and trust people,
and they have something else in mind. And then
you wonder why you just can,t trust them.

How do you deal wíth that?

A lot of venting. There was a lot of venting
yesterday. Working specifically within this office,
there is a lot of team work in this office, there is a
lot of support and a lot of people that will listen,
because they have experienced it themselves.
Especially the more senior staff than myself, they
are very supportive because it has happened to
them as well. So they can relate. And, boy doesn't
that help, just to be able to vent and s\¡/ear. So,
that helps a lot, for the time being, anJ¡lsay. And
then you try and get some sleep, and unfortunately
sometimes it will affect your sleep, because it is
just sad. But you wake up and do it again with
another child, and you help another child as much
as you can. That is the frustration. you can,t
describe it any other way other than pure
frustration. But you do your best, and that is all
that you can think about is: you know what, you
tried your best at that time, you didn,t realíze,
nobody knew that they had other intentions at the
time. But you did your best.

The Context of Work

Speaking of court, how many cases would you
be carrying that have court involvement?

I would say, at this time, at least half of my cases.

How many in total do you have?
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I just closed a bunch, so right now I am only at
about 36. Which is good in this office. So about
half of those are in court process right now.

Supervision and Support of the New Worker

The following is a serious matter. A new worker
describes the painful first year of employment.

In this work, do you have a supervisor now?
Díd you have one when you arrived?

When I f-rrst started, physically I had a supervisor.
This goes back to what I said to you the first time
we met, that my first year of working with this
agency was horrible. And it was because of my
supervisor that I had when I first started.

Could you talk about that?

The superwisor at the time was not supportive atatl. She was never there, as I said, she r,r¡asn,t
supportive at all, I couldn,t trust her. Basically
when you were presented with a ne\¡/ case, it wal
tossed on your desk: "there you go". When you are
a new worker, you need more than that. you need
to rush in, you need to discuss the dynamics of
the family, what the family is all about, you know.
That didn't happen. So, basically you had to fend
for yourself. You weren,t able to discuss anything
with anybody else in the offìce. Everything had tò
be kept within our team. A day didn,t go by where
I didn't cry. Saturday was my only day oif. And.
my only day off basically for crying. Emotionally
and physically I was destroyed. At that time therL
was myself and another co-worker who was hired
at the same time, so \¡/e had each other for support
and to vent and talk, but we could not discu"J it in
the office, we had to discuss after hours. There
was 6 or 7 of us on the team, but there was just
tl:'e 2 of us that we could depend on. If you
needed advise or guidance on a case matter, evenif our supervisor was around, we still had to take
care of it, and we still couldn't go to any other
supervisor or any other co-worker.

[Iere there other things that helped you get
through that, other than your co-workeri
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My partner. And another thing that helped. was
knowing that another team in this offrce went
through it the year before u.s, a year and a half
prior to us they went through the same thing with
the same supervisor. And even though they were
told not to say anything or do anything that would
help us, they were there for us and thèy comforted
us when we needed it. But again, we were
restricted as to what we could say, but they knew
just by seeing us and watching üs, they knew
what we were going through.

Did things get better?

Yes, absolutely. That is why I am stili here. The
supervisor eventually left to a new job. We don,t
really know why. And the other workers that
were on my team no longer work on my team. It is
a brand new team altogether. So that has helped.
Then, the higher upper management, what
happened was that another supervisor within this
office got fed up and went to upper management
and basically told them what is going on here.
Because not only did it affect the whole office with
tension and stress, it also affected the other
supervisors too. \Me were able to, on a couple of
occasions, go to the other supervisors when things
would just come to a head, so we would. have to go
to them. And when our superyisor wasn,t heie
that was the only time we could do that. So then
upper management got involved, and we spoke
with them, and they helped us. My othei co-
worker, she no longer is here, but they did
whatever it took to ensure that I would stick
around. And my other co-worker, but
unfortunately she had to go, she couldn,t be part of
it anymore. So the upper management brought in a
supervisor to overlook the supervisors in this
office, and he did a wonderft:I job.

IÛhat about the nature of supervision with the
new person? Did ít change?

Yes. It was unbelievable. I was afraid. Basically
\¡/e were stopped at the door coming inside to talk
to her. So we barely sought any supervision or
guidance. Then, of course, as soon as I got a
supervision, someone who was open to woiking
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with me, I took that again, and it was wonderful.
To think that you could trust somebody again was
just amazing.

How did that first experience affect the quality
of your work?

It was brutal. To tell you the truth, as horrible as
it sounds, I am surprised there was no child. death
on my caseload. I was afraid of reaching out to
anybody, because that would mean that maybe they
might have a question for me and I didn,t know
how to respond, and that would mean that I would
have to go to my superyisor, and I was afraid of
doing that. So, that is why my caseload is kind of
low right now, because I have been able to close a
lot of the cases from my original supervisor, when
I hrst started. But my job, my role, has changed.

Did you come to some conclusions about this
work in the context of the other tea¡n going
through a child death?

You know, it happened at a time where I couldn't
even think about anybody else because I was so
distraught myself. I just heard about it and that
was it. But it was a matter of a teen suicide. But
actually, in my caseload back last summer, I did
have a baby die of SIDS death, so that is my
experience of a child,s death.

Assessment of Risk

Describe the nature of your work by looking at
risk factors for child abuse.

\Mell, that is all we have on our caseload.s, arehigh risk families. But when it comes to
assessment piece we have the Risk Assessment
Form which we also have to do at certain stages of
our working with the family. Especially when we
close them, we will go thiough the Risk
Assessment Forms.

Does it help?

It does help.
family. And it
you are going

What do you think about it?

It puts some perspective on the
makes you feel more comfortable if

to close, it rnakes you more
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comfortable and confident that I can close this
now. Or the other way is ttrat "what am I doing, I
can't close this case now. This is not good". lt is
reassuring to have it.

Prior Life Experience

If we were to go back in time a bit, and look at
your earþ life experiences before you went into
University, are there things that prepared you
for this work?

No, I never sa\¡/ myself working within the
Agency. I was wanting to pursue a career in law
enforcement originally. But that was not able to
happen because my vision without contacts is not
that good. Then, I started working in the inner
city with the Boys and Girls Club as a summer job,
I just came across it, and I really enjoyed workling
with these high risk youth.

If you look into the future, what do you see for
your work?

I actually see myself involved with Child andFamily. It is amazing, the skills that I have
acquired here and the knowledge that I have
acquired here is amazing. you tackled everything
here. And that is also the reason why I wanted tà
work within Child and Family, because as a new
worker I need these skills for wherever I go. if I
end up in another area, the skills that I have
acquired here are phenomenal. I have thought
about it, you know, do I want to go get my Mastérs
and concentrate on something else? But right nowI am really content with what I am doing. It may
not be as a front line worker like t am dãing no\¡/,
but somewhere else in the agency. That,s lfr"t i
see myself doing. So whether or not it is in the
North End, or not, I don,t know.

$I,hat is staff turnover like here?

Well, in my team, I am the only one. The one
existing from when I started in 1997, they are allgone. They have ail kind of disbursãd now.
There are other people from the other teams. you
!no* what, everybody else has pretty much stayed
the same. They have just moved from d.ifferlnt
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positions because their term is coming up so they
will go for the permanent position, so they will
have to move for that. But everybody else is pretty
much the same, except my team.

How does that play out in terms of your work?
Is that a stress factor?

It was a stress factor in that I was worried about
who was going to be coming on my team.
Especially my supervisor, ensuring that whomever
they brought on âs my supervisor I wanted to make
sure that I could trust them. And also my partner,
I wanted to make sure that I could have a partner
who I could trust. It was the whole back stabbing
issue. I didn't want that to come up again. So I
was really nen/otrs about that. But I was involved
in knowing who was going to be brought into the
team, and that helped me. But no, things are fine,
I have no complaints now.

What do you enjoy least about your work?

I don't enjoy apprehensions. I guess there is a lot.
I don't know if there is one that outweighs the
others. I don't enjoy apprehensions. I don't enjoy
the court work, and what's involved in it. and ihe
potential danger and risks that we face ourselves
on a daily basis actualiy is quite scary too. you
never know what you are going to expect.
Especially when you are going to a home where
there are dangerous offenders there, where there
are drinking parties, etc. I mean, we come across
a lot of high risk people, and that is not a nice
situation to be confronted with. So, it is a
dangerous job.

What do you enjoy the most?

I enjoy working with my clients. It is very
challenging. There is never a dull moment here.
\i/orking with my young moms specifîcally, there
are so many opportunities for them to have a better
life then they had before. And having a client
actually reaJize that and do what they need to do
in order to have this better life is enjoyable. It is
few and far between when things like that
happen, but I anticipate that, and I can't wait for
things like that to happen. So, that makes me
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want to come to work the next
things have progressed. It is
really is.

day and to see how
very chailenging, it

The following narrative, from another person, describes an
experience with the gap between staff and client which is not based
on language, but rather barriers associated with the differences
between the socioeconomic stalus of workers and the families they
serve. This interview is with a younger person who moved directiy
from high school to university to child protection work. This person
had little experience to help prepare for the community life of the
clients.

Itrhat about poverty and
community?

Especially downtown there is
the violence in families.

violence in the

lots. The drinking,

How does that compare with your upbringing?

Well, it is very different. Our family wasn,t rich,
but I guess we were middle-class. It was very
different. The whole culture of how things 

".ädone downtown, the drinking parties, etc_ was
not a part of my family at all. And even the
community itself is very different.

How does that affect you as a child protection
worker?

A lot of it I just don't understand.. I haven't been
addicted to alcohol, and I don,t know what its like.
Its frustrating for me because these parents can't,
knowing what they are doing, ar,à seeing the
damage that they are causing to their kids. And
that these parents don,t stop. And I find that very
frustrating because I don't understand it, and the!
don't understand me, and ít is not a part of my
experience. I don't know what it is like, and i
don't understand where they are coming from. So,
sometimes I can't relate as well. And the violence
too, the women just keep refurning to their abusivepartners. This has not been a part of my
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experience, so I don't understand the reasons why
they keep doing it. you know the reasons why
they are doing it, but it is hard. to put yourself intheir sh-oes and empathize with wherã they are
coming from.

External Strucfural Factors

The cross cultural experience affects the development of
competence and mastery of the workplace skills. In this interview
the cross cultural experiences centred on developing trust with
community members. This other informant observes some success in
a ne\¡/ job through developing cullural connections.

Could you give me âr. example of a situation
where knowíng French and the French culturemight have made a big difference in your
success or effectiveness in chitd protection?

I think that there was just initially, coming in,knowing that my mother's maiden name was
French. I was actually interviewed. several times
on what is my experience and what do I know
about the French curture, etc. And that seemed to
free up collaterals. I found it more so with
collaterals than with clients; that it made a bigger
difference to the individ.uals in the co*muãiry
who felt that it was their duty to attempt tô
preserve this culture. I think they reary wãnted
to know what level I was at, and where my comfort
was, and what was my family history as fa, as the
culture. So, I think, again, that sèemed to make
all the difference in the worrd coming in, with the
ease at which they would work with me and
trusted me to work with the children in the
community, to know that I did have at least a
respect for the cr-rlture, if not a fuil knowledge and
appreciation and wasn,t necessarily living in it.

The workplace of child protection services has its own culture
and effects on new staff. The following is a series of observations on
the topics of preparing for and living in a stressfi:I work environment.
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Were there things that you learned about Child
Protection that only came from being here, and
what were some of those principles that you
Iearned?

Yes. I guess more to the job was a lot of the court
work. Nothing that is offered on campus really
touches on any of that, and it is such a large part
of what we do. I think that learning that whole
process it is a really big missing piece in the
education. It is very stressful. you have to know
what you are doing, and I don,t think that there
was anything in my studies that prepared me for
that. It is sort of something that you have to learn
right there and then. you start working, you are
handed a case load, and alvay you go. I think that
if there had been something offered that would
have prepared me better for the court work it
would have gone a long way. Some of the policy
courses touched on the mechanics of it, but
actually being in there and doing that, and having
to prepare the papers for it, I was overwhelmed at
times.

From another informant the effect of workload is emphasized as
a prime issue in the workplace culture. The experience of this
person has been to seek to do quality work. This idea is consistent
with the concept that work stress affects competence and mastery of
work.

$fhat would be the most stressful aspects of
your current work?

I think it has mainly to do with workload
demands. I think that giving a l\Oo/o is not
enough. You cannot get this work done and that is
something that has been very, v€ty stressful for
me. I think that my clients have a right and the
children that I have contact. you need to have
monthly contacts with these kids, and it is almost
impossible to do and that. if I can think of the
most stressful things, it is not the family
sifuations, it is not the not knowing, it is not thé
uncertaint¡r, it is not having to constantly
reformulate plans, it is the workload demands anã
not having the resources. It is like having to make
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a gounnet meal without getting the recipe. It is
seeing that these kids need to come into care andlately I have been really grappling with
JPPrehending the children, so I arn saying to these
families that we have something better to ãffer you.r
kids basically, that I am going to put them in
something that is safer. you know, just in that
respect this is sort of a commitment I am making to
families and so I come back to the office and õail
the placement desk and they say there is nothing.
And that is it. That is the bottom line. There is nt
more discussion about it and I have kept all'the
pink notes and stuck them in to the filei, stating
that there is no placement available and. I wondei
how I am supposed to do my work and what
message am I giving to children and what are they
going to remember about this process. And., it i;
heartbreaking and it is stressful and that is what I
have the hardest time with.

$I,hat resources are you most short of?

I think a shortage of foster placements. Definitely
I see, that very clearly. I have seen shortage on â
number of levels. I think that some of the
resources are out there but we haven't lea¡ned how
to adequately access them. For example, I mean,
counselling or therapy or culturally appropriate
access to elders, things like that, it ís a really
difficult process to access these things in a timeþ
manner.

[¡hat do you enjoy the least about your work?

I think again not having the time to do the quality
of work that I feel needs to be done. And, 

"gáirr, 
tã

be having to remove kids from their homeõ and. I
certainly wouldn't do it if I didn't feel that there
was a need and that there was something more
stable to offer but it is still, not in most occãsions,
but in some occasions, I still think that I have
taken them out of something but I don,t have
anything that even approaches what they need. to
offer them. And that is the hardest part.

of the

experience
r Worker w'ithout
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The discourse of people in this group reveals greater variety in
subtext than the life experienced new social workers. This group is
more exquisitely affected by the quality of university or communit¡r
college instruction. It is keenly concerned. about the quality of field
placement supervision before graduation. It is more affected by the
quality of supervision in the actual practice setting. If teaching and
superwísion are good, work is more likely to go well. If they are poor,
things can go very badly. This is in contrast to the life experienced
older group who have a wider repertoire of options and. solutions to
access.

A common subtext for both groups is the value placed on
culfural atfunement. The closer one is to one's communit¡r, the better
things go. This closeness to community can occur by birth, language,
or a set of developed skills, a kind of culfural competence from
expanding one's horizons.
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Thematic Coding

The 9 interviews were re-read many times to become familiar
with the voice and subtext of the informants comments. First, the
major themes were established by reviewing the pre-test findings and
them abstracting the primary issues from commentary. The
informants raised some topics frequently and strongly. These r,vere
issues with clear, strong víews which were emotively experienced
and strongly expressed to me. Four themes stood out clearly above the
rest. one was the gap between academic preparation for child
protection work and the real work experience, referred to as the gap
between theory and practice. Another was the cross cultural
challenges and diffîculties in this kind. of work, referred. to as cross-
cultural experiences in child protection work. The next was the
varieties of kind of supervision, having both a positive and a negative
effect on the staff person. This is referred to as the importance of
supervision. Lastly, informants had much to say about the
requirements for a knowledge base to do this work and the
usefulness, or not, of a risk estimation methodolory.

Each interview was coded when major themes emerged.. Later,
subthemes or supporting components of the 16 major themes emerged
from the analysis.

A total of 47 subthemes were defined. To illustrate the range of
subject matter and the distribution of topics, the following pages
display the informants and the frequency with which a subtheme was
present. The most commonly mentioned subtheme was the cultural
gap followed by the importance of good supervision and the gap
between practice and theory. There is no intent to draw conclusions
about the significance of these themes based on frequency of
distribution across the informants A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, and J.
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Themes Informants

A B C D E F G H J TOTAL
Practical Solutions to work

problems (solution focused

practice)

I 20

o Making connection with clients I 1 2
o Finding good foster homes 2 I 2 5

o Defining oneself through work 2 2
o Improving skills (competence

or mastery)

I 1 1 J

o Need for flexibility with solving

problems

2 I 4J

o Understanding the natu¡e of
Child Protection work

I 1 I I 4

Case Work Skilts 21
o Paperwork demands I I 2 I 2 J 10
o need better computer resources 1 1

o Court preparations 1 1 i 2 1 ') 1 1 10
Emotional Demands of Work I 25
. coping with st¡ess I J I 2 I I
o pride in work (quality work) I I 1 J
. working with uncertainty I I 2 4
o Unable to leave work at work I I 2
. Support from family 2 1 J
o good job security J 1 4
Work Environment I 1.4

o Staff turnover 1 1 1 I 4
o Professionalvulnerability i I 2
o Peer support I I 1 2 5
o work of others before /

interconnectedness of system

1 I 2
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Themes Informants

A B C D E F G H J TOTAL
Supervision 1 I 1 1 I I I 1 38
. Importance of good suDervision 2 Ĵ 2 2 2 1 I2
o Experience of inadequate

supervision

J 2 3 2 10

o Experience of infrequent and

informal supewision

1 J I J 8

Social Work Education 2 7
. High Schoot I 1

o College or University I I I Ĵ

o Child Protection Trainine I 1

Training on the Job 1 2 1 9
o Clinical Skills 1 1

o Quick immersion to work 1 I 1 J

o Team Learning 1 1

o Mentor 0

University Experience 1 36
. 2 yeú program vs. 3 year

program

I 1 I 2 I 1 I 8

o practicum at University 2 2 2 1 1 8

¡ insufficientpreparation 2 1 1 I I 2 1 9

. gap between practice and

theory

1 I 1 1 2 J 1 10

Life Experience and Skills I t I I J 1 19
o Growing up on welfare I I
. Volunteering I I
o No previous experience I 2 J
o Work Experience 1 1 2 2 6

lystgm Knowledge 0
o Inappropriate system responses 0
o Regulations 0
o Problem solving 0
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A B C D E F G H J TOTAL
Case Load 1 I J l1
o burnout I I
o caseload too high 2 I 1 I 5

Cross Cultural Bxperiences and

Issues

1 1 45

o Racism
-1 I 4

r Cultural gap 1 2 1 1 1 2 3 2 t3
o Language gap I I 2 1 5

o mixed benefit of same culture

worker

1 2 J I 2 9

o cultural attunement or

sensitivity

1 1 1 1 1 1 6

o Few links with Aboriginal

Community

J 1 1 I 6

Risk Factors in Child protection
1 1 1 16

o No regular risk assessment 1 1 1 I I I 6
o Child's perception 1 1 2
o uncertainty in assessment

because of lack of risk

assessment

1 1 2

o Intuitive risk method 1 1 I J

CIient Experience 1 1 I 35
o Valuing client insight I I I 1 I I 6
o Family of ori.qin issues 1 1

. Angq! at the system I 2
o Lack of trust I I 1 2 1 2 8

o Poverty / alcoholism 2 i 2 2 7
o Small steps / client strensth 2 2 I 2 7

o Mental health issues of parents I I
Resources 6
o alcoholism treatment -t I 4
Changes for the future I 1 2
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Analvsís of 4 themes

I have chosen 4 major themes for the following reasons. staff
felt most strongly or passionately about these themes. They were
reflective of my personal interest based on studying and. teaching
aspects of risk estimation in child protection services. Lastly, these 4
themes were present in all 9 interviews. As the subtext was found. in
each interview, I have interspersed verbatim comments from
interviewees throughout the analysis sections.

At this point I will relurn to the theoretical model presented
earlier and add themes to the model as they appear to best fit. The
revised model is reflective of the data and it integrates the findings
which increase or decrease the amount of stress experienced by the
nervl/ emplOyee.

The stressors appear on the left side of ttre model. The
protective factors are on the right. The model suggests that if the
factors contributing to stress are lessened and those facilitating
factors on the right are increased, then staff are more competent and
able to obtain some degree of mastery of their work.
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Revised model of the culture of child protection work based on
interviews with informants

FORMAL
LEAR}UNG,
rcOSELY

CONNECTED
TOWORK

PT-ACE
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1. The gap between theory and practice.

Respondents to this survey commented on the separation
between theories of social organization and social activity taught in
college or universit¡r and the reality of everyday practice of child.
protection work. The body of knowledge on the tension between
theory and practice includes the work of Hagel. His dialectical
approach focused on the progression of an individual from
understanding objects and things to an understanding of self to an
understanding of one's place in the larger scheme of things (Ritzer,
1996). This dialectic or action of opposing social forces is relevant to
the gap between theory and practice, namely whether it is preferable
to be widely educated or narrowly job trained. Respondents looked for
a blend of general knowledge and practical skilis.

A¡e there things that
formal studíes that
with the real world
now?

you have learned in your
seem to be quite at odds
as you are experiencing it

Yes. Just the fact that working as a child
protection worker I don't get to do social work, I
don't believe that i do social work. Not that I don't
do social work, because I do hook up with systems,
and I arn a conduit between systems, but i guess
more the individual type of work, the therapeutic
stuff that really attracted me to the profession is
something that I am finding that I don,t have a lot
of opportunity to do. When I do get to do it, I find.
that I am pretty successful at it, the results are
pretty positive. But, I just don,t have the time to do
what I feel should be done in regards to assisting
my clients or empowering them to make better
choices.

The matter of how professional training evorves to approximate
the needs of the various professions which are taught at colleges or
universities is a part of the academic tradition of universities which
includes the emphasis on thinking and writing independently. This
is in contrast to the trade school issues of preparing stud.ents to
become a member of a profession such as a teacher, engineer, or
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physician. Most of those interviewed commented. favourably on their
education as the source of general knowledge on social strucfure,
racism, feminism, family violence, and child's rights. The following
response is an example of the view that the mission of the universib¡r
is not preparation for a specific job, but rather to develop ways of
thinking.

I think what the education and training program
did for me v/as further develop who I was, and
what my values were, what my philosophies were,
what's right and what,s wrong, and how, as a
social worker, you respond to people,s beliefs. So I
think that it was more general things that I got out
of it. It would be hard for me to sit down and
identify a year later, "what did I 1earn in the BSW
program?". I don't even know if I could have
written one page on that, because the specifics I
didn't know. But I think that a lot of that stuff
became ingrained in to how I function, how I
work, how I approach my life, and who I became.

Respondents were less generous about how those id.eas were
translated into the critical skills of being a child protection worker.
Some felt aware of their own deficiencies in social work and practice
skilis as they started employment. credit was given to many of the
individual supervisors who guide social work students in their field
placement. As no distinction was made in terms of coding categories
for location of social work studies, no comments can be made about a
specific Faculty of social work or specific community college.

several specific areas emerged as needing improvement to better
prepare students for child protection work. These includ.ed the
experience of working with many post-mentally ill parents whose
condition affects the care of children. This was something which an
informant wished to have studied.

A¡e there any other characteristics of this
community that strongly influence the nature
ofyour caseload?
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There seems to be quite a lot of mental health
issues in this area.

What are some of the diagnostic considerations
in mental health problems of your parents?

A lot of depression and Bipolar diagnoses. It is
mostly the depression that seems to be what I have
run into most frequently.

Would this result in parents being
incapacitated to look after children?

At times, it is hard to know where to draw that
line, because they usually can function as long as
they are taking their medication and they are
taking care of themselves, but quite often you have
to be careful, because they can tell you they are
taking their medication, but you don,t know, and
things can fall apart quite easily.

Horr do you think through some of the
particular issues of parents with mental health
problems. Is there a particular stratery or
method you use?

Well, not that I would know of. At this time, if I
rü/as to get a case like one I had already gotten
transferred to me that involved mental health
issues, the particular worker had done up a plan
where there was communication between a woiker
and the psychiatrist, insuring that this person
was still taking the medications, still going for
wgekly sessions, just to try to keep on t; of
things. There v/as a plan set out for that. As well
a supporL worker was put into the home to help
them learn parenting and how to deal with their
stress and their own self-esteem.

What was your preparation for that in
social work studies?

youf

I actually had a little bit of experience.
placement was at Misericordia Hospital, the
health department there. So, I did spend. a
there, sitting in on groups, different
therapy, support groìl.ps and also sat in

My
mental
month
group
some
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individual interviews and meetings. So, i had a bit
of experience, but not at schoãI. None of my
classes went into mental health issues. There waè
a class that was an option if you were going into
that fìeld of work. i think it was just ãa[ed
"Mental Health". We had different choices. I took
"Health" and "Child and Famil¡/, those two
options. But "Mental Health, was another one of
the options you could take if that was an area
where I was going to work with everybody who
had mental issues. That would have beèn 

" 
torrr".

I would have taken. But, in the general course
sfudies there wasn't anything that really focussed
on mental health.

Another group of parents who \Ã/ere chemical or alcohol
dependent was identified as a subject area requiring better

addition, lack of
inability to cope with
cited by informants.

understanding through study at university.
preparation for working in the court system and
paperwork requirements of child protection were

In

What about court work. Could you talk a bit
about that.

I am finding a tremendous amount of court work. I
think a lot of the matters can be resolved at docket.
I have found that in working with the families, the
only matters that I have actually had contested
were the matters where I have been seeking
permanent orders. There was one case prior to
my coming on where it had to go to trial but now I
have been able to resolve most matters, at least
nothing that has gone beyond pre-trial. I have a
matter that is going to be going to trial in the next
little while, but, yes, a lot of court work for sure.

A major topic which ernerged in the interviews was the issue of
decision making and risk factors. There was â common view that
methods of analysis of case characteristics were interesting topics but
not practica-l for the real world. This gap between theory and practice
was likened to having tools for risk assessment ñled on a shelf, but
not used and referred to in one's work through regular application.
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The idea that theory and research could inform practice decisions
\Ã/as not common. The idea that a variet¡r of assessment tools,
including risk estimation, could be used regularþ and. become a part
of improved skills was not typical. Instead, there was an acceptance
that the gap between practice and theory was there and not much
would overcome that division.

Some informants faulted the training at universit5r for not being
practical enough.

One of my questions to you is about your
studies in social work. What were some of the
erperiences that you had in that part of your
career. Could you speak about that first?

I think it was a really good experience for me. I
didn't get rny first degree there, so it was a good
experience for me in a lot of ways. I don,t think
that what I learned in the social work program
specifically really changed me. I would have been
doing the job much the same, even if I hadn,t gone,
but I don't know how much of that is just me. I
don't know if you would say moral issues, but some
of the issues that are fundamentally important in
social work that are very difhcult to address in an
academíc setting-issues a¡ound racism and.
attifudes toward poverty, weifare and all of those
things are more political. We think of them as
þeing more political than academic, but they are
fundamental issues around social work and sõ that
certainly, maybe it had to be this wây, but it is
unfortunate that there are people who maybe had
attiludes that weren't going to be helpful to them or
weren't going to help them work in a certain
environment, for instance, the environment of this
office, and even though lecturers and. in
discussion maybe some of those attitudes were
addressed or challenged in a mild sense, there
wasn't really any effort to really deal with it and
help people work through some of those issues. Itis inappropriate to expect to turn out everybody
who has the same political agenda and view, too,
but I think that was a problem sometimes.
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suggestions for reducing the gap between theory and practice
were made' These included course work at college on expected. fields
of practice: post mentally ill parents, substance ab¿se, the nature of
guided decision maJ<ing, the recognitíon of the possibüity of observer
bias when interviewing, and the court system. Field supervisors from
universit¡r are a strong asset for the students. perhaps the gap
between theory and practice at an entry employment level is lessened
for juníor employees when they see and participate in structured case
reviews and analysis. Good supervision of new employees is
essential to the success of a child protection service. only a few
supervisors develop concepts beyond the immediate service needs.
This focus maintains the gap between theory and practice. But some
supervisors do develop and strengthen theory in supervision. These
are abilities valued by informants.

So, if you ¿üe not doing as much social work as
you thought you would, is ít something that
you are setting out to change, or is it not
changeable?

Well, I have to believe, because of my theoretical
orientation that it is changeable. But, it seems at
times to be just a little too overwhelming. The
more time that you spend trying to change the
system means the less time you spend processing
bills and doing the things that ihould be d.one.
So, it becomes a trade off at times. But, hopefully
in empowering people in a very minimal wat,
maybe that is sort of changing the system. I hopé.

A related theme in respondents' narratives is how life
experience prior to university studies is more important than theory
or field placement practice prior to child protection work. some
respondents began their sfudies after other life work, such as raising
a farnily, working in unrelated employment, or having an upbringing
very different from other social work students who have sfudied. as
high school sludents in subu¡ban winnipeg and then proceeded
directly to universit¡r and social work. For this group, the gap
between theory and practice is of less concern. They look for íd.eas or
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actions which work or are successful in coping with practice
demands.

Another group mentions that the nature of a university faculþr,
like social work, is to educate generally about social construction,
political realities, and major concepts like racism and poverb5r.

Did you develop a philosophical or theoretical
view of child protection work in your formal
studies? How is it we organize our activities
thís way, and is it the right way to do things?
Is that something that emerged at that tirne in
your studíes?

Not specifically in child welfare. But my views of
child welfare were that child welfare and the
child welfare system had a lot that was wrong
with it, and a lot that had to be changed, and the
needs of the people that it served weren't
necessarily what was guiding the system. Those
\¡/ere my thoughts on the system prior to becoming
involved with it on a much more intensive level. I
guess I would consider myself as a social worker
who comes from a structural type of orientation,
that is my theoretical position in regards to what I
do as a social worker. I believe that there can be a
dual focus, both individual and systemic, and that
the way to change the system is to empower
individuals and engage them in changing the
system as opposed to more of a problem solving
type of orientation, which is the more traditional
type of social work approach.

Informants spoke of their work, at times, as self-defining their
own lives through the struggle to work well or effectively. They
described the meaning of the events in their work as a personal
compass to life. For this group problems, crises, pain, and child
maltreatment are a grand struggle to be overcome with sufficient
confidence and support.
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Every respondent described this topic in detail. Most child
protection staff face cross cultural issues daily or weekly. This occurs
because most children in care are Aboriginat and most child
protection staff are not Aboriginal. But within this generalization
there are many cross cultural variations, like as a staff of Italian
background working with a salvadorian family, a French canadian
staff working in â German Mennonite communitSr, a sior.rx staff
working with a cree child. The norm is that staff work with
different cultures, and sometimes in different languages.

Could you talk a bit about working in a
different culture?

I guess the most important thing me to work in
this culture is to first of all come to terms and be
aware of my own cullural biases. I come from a
dominant culture - the white Canadian English
speaking culture, and as a result of being
socialized in that culture, I have some biases
towards all other subordinate cultures in our
society. So, first of all, to be aware of my biases.
Second of all, to respect the cullural values or the
cultural component of working with people in this
communit¡r.

Preparation for this varies. some have learned other languages
before universit¡r, some have traveled to other countries and lived in
another culture. But many staff have not had much experience with
other ethnic groups. This is more likely in the group of students who
have moved directly from high school, to college, to social work
studies.

Informants comment how racism affects the lives of their
clients and themselves.
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Would you speak about the cultural gap that
exists between non-indígenous or non-
community members working here and your
views on it.

One of the things is that I don,t pretend that it
doesn't exist and I mean it does and I think that to
consider that it doesn't. To consider it a non-issue
is trivializing something that is very important and
even if a worker doesn't feel that they have a
problem with it, not to acknowledge that their
clients experiences make it an issue is maybe not
very perceptive. I think that it is always an issue
and I don't think there is any way around that. I
think that you can minimize it, but you certainly
can't eliminate it.

Aboriginal children in need of protection will comment on how
it has been so painful to be teased because of one's ethnicity. some
staff protecting children are devalued as persons because of their non-
aboriginal status. They are seen to represent prior eras when white
social workers took children away to the United States. A cross
cultural dynamic is often just below the surface of interaction between
any child protection staff and his or her clients.

There is variation in the skills among staff in working with the
reaJity of ethnic diversity. one which emerges frequently is the use
of humor and a self-depreciating stance. some use humor to comment
on the obvious, such as, saying "I'm not the same colour as you are on
the outside, but we are the same inside". others draw on an
educational approach, saying that all cultures value children, and that
is what the visit or apprehension is all about. This theme was
mentioned by an Aboriginal social worker who was criticized by an
Aboriginal parent for doing child protection work.

There is a note of sadness and frustration which is activated by
cross cuilural relations. In Winnipeg, most children apprehended. are
Aboriginal. The difficult work of child protection means that
questions of motive and cullural insensitivity are directed to many
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staff. It is a major stressor for staff. peer review and support from
colleagues is important relief from t] e possible criticism for decisions
on the basis of ethnicity. A skitl described by staff to cope with cross-
culfural work is the id'ea of finding a common ground or tife
experiences which briefly joins the staff and the client in a shared
experience. This may be a comment about the challenges of being a
parent, living on a fixed income, or being the subject of racism. This
skill in joining with a person from another culture ís at the heart of
effective practice. It is a skill appreciated as a good concept in
university sfudies but it has become refined through the experiences
of cross cullural work which can be very challenging.

In your practice, how do you work through the
issue of non-community members working
here?

Well, certainly, first of all, with some people you
can't, so anything I say doesn't assume that I am
always successful at that. You have to assume
from that start that I am not always successful.
But, I think that when I am successful at
minimizing those differences and helping people
feeling comfortable, at least as much as possible in
such a terrible situation. There are political
correctness things, there are a lot of things that
you can do and that I think we all try to do and be
conscious of the things that you can do. But I
think a lot of it just gets down to personality. It
really just gets down to whether when you sit
across the table from someone, if you really are
focused on them and if you really do see them and
you are able to feel the connection first, then our
chance of having a client feel it back, of course, is
far greater. We don't necessarily have control over
the client's experience and whether they are going
to open up to t¡s, so we don't have direct control
over whether they will feel a connection with us,
but I think certainly that if you can feel in yourself
the connection with them, then there is a
possibility for that to happen. And I think that
people generally do respond. They might not very
often identify it that way or be aware of it, but you
become aware when you are talking to people ihat
they are responding.
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Most caucasian staff who were informants do not have regular
connectíons with the Aboriginal community. There is interest in
getting more information and perspective from Aboriginal staff, but
this happens infrequently. staff also do not have regular access to
Aboriginal communit¡r leaders in the locatíons they serve in
Winnipeg.

Many staff have gained a deeper understanding of the
importance of cross-cultural work and seek to improve links with
other ethnic groups. staff frequently comment that they had a narrow
view of some other cultures before working in child protection.
Informants stated that ethnicity or cross-cultural communication was
taught or emphasized in the social work curriculurn. Cross culfural
matters is not a topic which staff expect to learn primarily at college
or universiþr. It is seen as an experiential reality of child protection.

3. The importance of supervision

The topic of supervision is one raised by each person who was
interviewed. supervision is linked to the role of the mentor. In
terms of organizational traditions of work, this person is someone
who has 5 to 10 years of experience in the field and who shares this
knowledge with new staff. The mentor normally has a role of being
the person who completes employee evaluations, but it is not a
requirement of a mentor. This relationship is a part of most
professional training programs. It is found in training situations as
diverse as becoming a public school teacher to becoming an airline
pilot. This relationship brings knowledge and. confidence to a new
sludent.

Mentorship for child protection staff usually begins at
universit¡r with sbudents receiving a supervision at the practicum
sites as part of year 2 or year g of studies. This experience
introduced sfudents to winnipeg chüd and Family services
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supervisors during the social work student,s field. placement.
Informants spoke positively of the thoughtful and supportive guidance
from facully of social work staff. This experience was mostly positive.

How did supervision change with the new
person?

\Mell, the supervisor that was hired to overlook the
other supervisors, he has a very wonderful
reputation within the system. And so, of cou.rse,
the supervisors here, the existing ones, were
definitely appreciative of him coming to this office,
so that was welcomed and he was welcomed
within our offìce. And as soon as he was hired he
became my supervisor in the interim until we
hired a new one. That supervisor involved. me in
with regards to hiring a new team, hiring a new
supervisor, checking up on me. Not only being my
supervisor, but making sure that I was OK. And
part of that was making sure that I didn,t get any
new cases until I was more stable emotionally.
ild -o 

they really took care of me. I,ll never forget
him for that, as well as the other supervisors *ho
took care of me, and the other co-workers who
were really supportive.

staff described gaining competence through guidance from their
supervisors.

How important is it to have a good super:visor
from your experience?

I think it is very important, because I would not be
comfortable making some of the kinds of decisions
that we make on my own in that I need assurance
that i am doing it well.

The transition from social work student to child protectíon
worker is highly dependent on the quality of supervision at the first
work site. Informants commented on 2 differing kinds of supervision.
The first was the example of an interested, amiable, and. flexible
mentor. The quality of supervision was modified to the new
employee's needs. The relationship \¡/âs seen as positive, supportive,
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or valuable. The second was the opposite experience of inadequate or
unsatisfactory mentorship. Informants who had this experience were
not able to develop and maintain a mentorship relationship.
Informants described responding to verbal and visual cues which said.
in effect that the new employee was on his or her own and that
supervision was not a critical activiþr. It is this set of experiences
which contain some important comments. one observation was that
the disorienting effect of inadequate supervision cor¡Id. have been
contributing to low quality case work. some felt that they were
forlunate to not have the tragedy of a child death on their hands.

How would you evaluate the quality of the
supervision?

A little lacking.

Slhat do you mean?

Being new to the system it would be good to have
had someone to go through each cã"e. Usuaily
what I do now when I have a question, I will go tó
one of the other workers who has been hereâso
for a very long time who is also working with that
line and dealing with the same sorts oflssues.

observers commented on the capacity of the supervision system
to change for the better. A situation of deeply flawed supervision was
addressed and vastly improved with a change of supervisor.

supervision has both a relationship component as well as a
content component. The content part asks: "what are the facts?".
Informants placed greater emphasis on the relationship component of
supervision. New employees experience the work as complex and
demanding. As a way of coping with the workplace, staff value a
relationship with a mentor which promotes d.iscussion, shares
experiences, and provides curiosity regard.ing finding solutions. This
describes the traditional relationship of a junior person to a mentor.
The supervisor who can provide timely advice regard.ing content such
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as standards of practice as well as coping with case load is seen as a
valuable resource.

Is there emphasis placed on case loads? Does it
emeÌge in your supervision or your work here
as a topic that people spend time on and work
on?

Yes, caseload is a big issue. Simply now in the
reorganization.

How has it been expressed as a big issue?

The workers are stressed out, and just can,t keep
up with their demands. Especially when they put
requirements like þou have to do this". Like we
do family assessments, and you need to do one
within a certain number of days, and do another
one within 60 days. Things like that with we
often can't do because it is a waste of time. So, we
always say: "Well, if we had 2O cases, then we
could do that?" But unforfunately there isn't time,
and those aren't the priorities. It is important to
do your paperwork, but families are going ctaø!, so
you can't really say: ,,Oh, I am doing this
assessment, and so I can,t deal with that." you
have to deal with the crisis. So, I think that it is
just that the workers are stressed out, and just
can't cope as much.

Mentors help new ernployees navigate through complex areas of
court requirements, interface with the medical system, and.
completion of agency forms. Most new staff are interested. in
developing confidence and insight as they learn the detail of the
location of resources and the right page of the manual for the
appropriate case-work standard. This concept has been d.escribed. by
charlotte Reid as "good teaching or supervision is showing someone
where to look, not what to see" (personal communication). Another
supervising skül is guiding new staff from theory to practice. This
view places emphasis on strengthening the new staffls confid.ence to
do a good job and not be obsessed with a perfect job. This lead.s to
confidence to make a difference in the lives of families served.
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In summary, respondents uniformly described the importance of
good supervision in making a successful transition from universit¡r to

work in an agency. The supervisor is the person who passes on the
cullure of the agency. This does not replace formal inservice,
education on the job, or workshops staged by the agency. Rather, it
provides an anchor of emotional and cognitive support for new
employees.

4. Variation in the use of a methodoloqy for risk assessment

The crises and problems of day to day child protection work
easily take over the attention and activity of staff. In this context it is
not surprising that a structured decision making tool, such as a risk
estimation method, is used irregularly. In this reply the informant
says that no formal risk tool is used.

Did you use any method to rate your cases by
risk. Did you use ¿Lny risk assessment
methodology under the circumstances of very
inadequate supervision?

I know that the Manitoba Risk Estimation System
is in place - but it certainly wasn't widely used,
and I would mostly be consulting with senior
workers but, no, there was no formal mechanism
used.

Another interview revealed awareness of a method of risk
estimation but no familiarity with it.

Regarding the level of risk, severiþ of danger to
the child, have you used any method of risk
assessment in your work and, if you have,
could you tell me a bit about that?

Actually right now I have been reading about it. My
supervisor had given me some material to read
over. The model we use is the MRES, so at this
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point, I am still just learning about it and, yeah, i
don't know a lot about it yet.

Informants indicated that some supervisors encourage its use
and employ it to strucfure supervision or discussion of cases for court.
These are ideal uses of it. other supervisors do not feature a regular
method of case discussion or analysis. staff describe this kind of
superwision as idiosyncratic. some are fortunate get very good
supervision; some are not as forlunate and are left to their own
devices' In these instances of infrequent or insufficient supervision
the use of a struclured method of case analysis and d.ecision making
is a distant concept and not a goal.

All staff interviewed were emproyees with 1 to s years
experience in child protection serwices. The lack of experience of the
employees may have an impact on how they perceive the risk
estimation process. If this is the case, then a study of more senior
employees doing the same work might reveal differences related to
work experience. It would have taken a more ethnographic stud.y of
all works in regional offices to have sorted. out systematic issues.
some staff have used a method of risk assessment which is based. on
intuition. The worker gets a "feeling, there is some d.anger to the
child and the case is labeled as high risk.

How do determine if
the process to saying
time.

it is high-risk? lllhat is
this one needs a lot of my

You know, I don't think we have a particular tool
that says, "this is a high risk càse", but you
certainly can tell if it is a young child and a yourrg
mom and mom may have gang involvement o, m"y
be drinking and she's got a newborn, ttrat woulá
definitely be a high-risk, or one where you are
suspecting sexual abuse or you a¡e suspecting that
the children are being neglected or abuied.

This approach is one which usualy existed in the staffs mind
prior to coilege sfudies. Informants recognize that this method. does,
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more often than not, result in most cases being labeled. high risk.
one unfortunate consequence of this is inappropriate apprehensions.

Is there a benefit for using a methodology with
cases that is standardized, such as risk analysis
or risk assessment?

I believe that yes, in the same way that the
psychiatric professional would use the DSM or
something like that. More to translate language, to
make people aware of what you are dealing with,
those quick types of risk assessment tools can be
quite effective in transmitting the essence of the
case to another worker or to a professional that you
are working with in a very short period of time.
They can be effective in that way. But they need
to be validated, they need to be reliable, and
culture has to be a part of that validation process,
and the reliability testing.

Staff describe learning that different meanings can be attached
to the same parental behavior by different cultural groups. This is a
topic which was not frequently mentioned but one which is very
interesting. staff were concerned that they not label behavior as
abusive if what they as observers were reacting to was the appearance
of differences due to poverty. working in the core area of winnipeg or
areas with much poverty was a source of challenge and pride for some
staff. They saw most of their families as being in a high risk
category. These staff viewed being able to survive and cope in these
settings as a personal accomplishment. For some, working
elsewhere, with less poverty and fewer apparent problems, was just
not interesting.

For most potential users of a risk methodolory, it v/as not
possible to separate the tool from the time and paperwork to complete
the analysis. This was often given as a reason for not doing a risk
assessment. Few could see savings in time and effort to do a
thorough analysis at the onset of a case. There were no staff who
thought a computer version of the Manitoba Risk Assessment System
would lead to more regular use of such a method of analysis.
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Risk estimation and other methods of case analysis are
experienced as an "add onn or intrusion to clinical work. The
inforrnants likened risk assessment as a tool which sits on a shelf
rather than being used daily. The example of the tools used. by
drivers comes to mind. The steering wheel, brake, accelerator,
mirror, are effective tools when driving a vehicle. They work because
we use them and their precision comes from refinement of use over
time. Few staff see risk assessment in this tight. It is something
which might not be used for months or years. In that instance, after
a few years, its location is forgotten. As stated. by strathern (199s) in
describing the topic of standards used by child protection staff in New
Zealand:

The majority of cases coming to the attention of the
Children and Young persons Service are of
children who have atready been abused, or are
suspected of having been. Current research
suggests that the indicators which predict re-abuse
may be different/separate. Considering risk
indicators in this context requires a certain mind
shift from those traditionally relied upon.
(Strathern, 1995, p.2)

some staff resist carefi:-l analysis of cases, preferring instead. to
focus on some element of the case. one staff found. that if the child.
experienced fear then this fear was a prime risk factor.

Speaking of high risk, hour do you work
through those questions about the components
of risk?

A lot of it is still not done in any really planned
\Ã¡ay. A lot of tirnes, again just looking at the two
models, the MRES and the Competency Based.
Assessment Tool, I haven,t been to the Competency
Based yet, but in the intake unit we do use thã
Assessment Tool. I guess just looking at those
factors, like the age of the child, the seìerier, the
frequency, the conditions that are affecting the
parents or the caregivers. I guess a lot of times I
tend to leave a fair bit of that up to the kids. Once
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they are about 10 years old or so, to help me
understand what risks they are facing, and
whether they are scared. A lot of times I ènd up
bringing kids into care who I might not think ii
always necessary, but when a child is really
scared, i listen to that more then the actual factors
sometimes. I think how the kid perceives the
situation is sometimes needs to be attended to
more than the specific facts. So, I try to balance
those things.

This is a valuable insight into the matter of risk estimation.
This method is not sufficient for all cases. Risk assessment is a
higher order function of child protection. It is built from basíc
interwiewing skills and a knowledge of factors in a child,s tife with
respect to whether maltreatment will occur or not. It is not
surprising that in the context of new staff with other more pressing
issues that this function is left mostly unattended.

Summarv of 4 themes

These four themes, chosen for more detailed analysis, have
added to the understanding of the work of recent graduates of social
work who are beginning to serve in the role of child protection
workers.

The first theme, the gap between theory and practice, is found
in experience of many professions. It is one which deeply concerned
those informants for this study. Respondents felt well prepared. in
the theory of social work, but less well prepared for acfual work once
underway in employment. There was wide agreement that the quality
of field supervision as a student or the quality of supervision, once
employed, was critical to the narrowing of the gap between theory and.
practice, and in the development of competence and mastery of the
necessary skills and attributes of a child protection worker. Those
with significant prior life experience appeared to be more able to
adjust and manage their work when supervision was not sufficient or
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of appropriate quality. The revised model of the culfure of child
protection work on page 95 reflects these fìndings.

The theme of cross-culfural experiences in child protection is a
defining characteristic of the work in winnipeg. The common
experience for informants is thinking about and. acting as a person of
a cullure different from those who are served. This happens because
most children in care are Aboriginal and most child protection staff
are not Aboriginal. However, in ad.dition, there are numerous other
cross-cultural variations. The skills needed to work in this context
are important and it appears from informants that much more can be
done during one's education or employment to help staff work
effectively with this requirement. The revised mod.el on page 9s also
reflects this set of observations.

supervision is another hanmark in the development of a
knowledge and skill set to work with competence as a child
protection worker. The mentorship of a senior person is vital to the
development of a flexible and informed employee. The subtext of the
informants' views on this topic is that regardless of prior education
and field experience as an undergraduate student, some aspects of the
work are best learned from someone who has done similar work
previously. It appears that good supervision enhances confìd.ence and
preparedness to take on new challenges. As outlined. on page 95, the
qualily of supervision develops and maintains the search for mastery
of the work.

Risk assessment is a form of a standard of service, against
which a person's work can be measured. It is intend.ed to be a
knowledge based approach to service. The subtext of informants on
this topic is to reduce the priority of this topic to optional activity
rather than a first order of priority. Various reasons for this d.ecision
are offered: not enough time, too rong to do, not clearly a value added
activit¡r, insufficient emphasis by supervisors and managers that this
is important, and disagreement on what factors are truly high risk
and those which are lower risk. Here the workplace culture is
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problernatic for a change in perspective from avoiding use of risk
assessment to one of using it regularly. The subtext supports a go
slow view of the topic. The application of the mod.el on page 95 leads
to the observation that empioyee stress will be affected by a workplace
where the office culture de-emphasizes a knowledge based method of
case analysis and case planning. The experiences of informants in
winnipeg mirror the fîndings from the locations where risk
assessment has been introduced. As reported by schene in her
analysis of risk assessment implementations:

A fundamental issue in implementation includes
the early and continued awareness that staff often
do not use risk assessment to guid.e their
decisions, but see it as just anothèr form to
complete. \Mhat has been learned in many
jurisdictions is that the attitud.e and support of
supervisors are the crucial variables in how staff
use risk assessment.

Another important and ongoing implementation
issue has been the level of training needed. with
staff to facilitate and foster utilization. This issue
has taken many forms. The involvement of staff in
the development of the risk assessment
instrumentation has proven to be very important to
the content and messâge of training.

The focus of all training and utilization work is
to support the worker's capacit¡r to make sound
decisions... We need to help workers digest and
process risk assessment information into case
rlecision making. This is not autornatic or always
obvious to caseworkers. This is a training issue, a
supervisory issue, but also an issue of conceptual
development. We seem to need greater clariÇ of
implications for specific decision making, service
planning, and shared or common assessments
across agencies working with the family.

A process of ongoing training with continued
feedback from staff using risk assessment has
proven va-luable in Texas. Continuing dialogue
and management responsiveness to .-..gir,g
issues for workers utilizing risk as"ess-e.rt
contributes to its effectiveness. IdentiSing a group
of key people in the system who can be iesources
to staff on a continuing basis, and providing a
network of ongoing support, is vital. In shãrt,
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training can
not linear or

bea
fixed

more dynamic circular process,
in time (Schene, 1996, p.6-T).

This perspective from the combined
jurisdictions is thernatically similar to the
\Minnipeg.

experience of many
discourse of staff in

In closing, the views and experiences of new staff as expressed
in the four main themes bears a remarkable similarity to a much larger
set of experiences as published elsewhere.
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Summary and Conclusion

This study set out to learn about the culbure of child protection
work from the perspective of informants who volunteered to provide
that information. As a consequence of that interest, three associated
themes emerged from the study, namely the role played by ethnicity,
workplace culture, and the social discourse on child protection.

The new employees of winnipeg child and Family services
were quite interested in participating as each person who was
contacted agreed to the interview. The informants belonged to one of
two general career and life paths. Most of those interviewed. were
you.nger, recent universit5r graduates who had progressed from high
school to university to child protection work. The other group were
those who had become established in a marriage or family or other
employment before returning to study social work. This group was
older by at least ten years and was more able to distance their
personal life from the workplace. Common experiences for bottr
groups included the difficutty and stress of child protection work an¿
the frustration of not being able to do the kind. of quality work they
wished of themselves. Another common experience was the high
value placed on good supervision by a person who acted as a mentor
in the transition from being a sludent to being a social worker for
winnipeg child and Family services. Inadequate supervision more
adversely affected younger emproyees. Both groups encountered new
challenges for which they were not particularly well prepared, such
as court work and working with parents with mental illness.

The interview expanded the observer's knowledge of the topic
and has led to interesting possibilities for expansion of research
initiatives including the refinement of a model which shows the
interrelationship of the workplace components and its effect on
worker competence. The proposed modet of the factors most relevant
to job success was modified by the interviews with informants. prior
to the interviews, it was less clear what factors increased worker
stress and delayed the acquiring of competence in the job. Informants
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used the word 'stress' frequently to describe many problematic work
experiences. some staff referred to competency as a goa_l of one of the
on-the-job training programs available to employees. Another way that
the competence idea emerged was though the reference to the wish to
do quality work. while the refinement of the model was not a primary
goal of the research, making a modified model based on interview
served the purpose of crystallizing the concepts into an object which
displays some of the new knowledge from tl.e interviews. work
stress is significant, and one capacit¡r which child protection staff
seek is possession of sufficient knowledge and skills to do the work
with competence or mastery; tife experience and cross culfural
training are both relevant as factors which help in the developrnent of
competency in child protection.

These interviews have enhanced the understanding of the
culture of child protection work and have led to the identification of a
possible organizing model for further research. The use of a three
part view of child protection culture is a somewhat arbitrary way to
organize the vast amount of information in the field. of child protection
services, namely training to be a social worker, community values and
ethnicity, and the social construction of child protection services.
The categories of ethnicity, workplace, and societal discourse serve
the purpose of arranging the vast number of contributions to this topic
and could be used to develop a universit5r course on the topic of what
it will be like when someone begins this work. Another possible use
of this three part view would. be to organize a discussion on how to
improve new employee experience. In the real world. what matters is
that the three components of the cullure of child protection exist
concurrently in the social worker who respond.s to a phone call about
a possible case of child abuse or neglect and while the case does not
exist in the three divisions of ethnicity, workplace, and. societal
discourse, all three can be found in most cases of child abuse
investigation.

It appears that new employees are too overwhelmed with case
work urgencies to spend much time of risk estimation. perhaps this
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topic is best left for an interval after the immediate challenges of the
work are met and resolved. As an example, it makes little sense to
emphasize risk estimation if the new employee does not have good
supervision. some staff made interesting observations about the
nalure of risk, such as the emphasis placed on fear as a proxy for
danger to the child.

The study has provided a face to the work by hearing from
people who have begun the process of acculfuration with remarkable
grace. It is truly impressive to meet and listen to people who have
started to work in a line of work that has so many demands,
frustrations, challenges, yet offers the chance to make a real
difference in the life of a child. Most informants quietly accept that
their ca-reer calling is to step into the breech and respond to the
painful cries of children who are being abused or neglected and be
subject to considerable personal difficulties as this work is done.

The experience of being a social worker from a different culture
or socioeconomic group has brought informants into a discourse on
the origins of poverb¡r, alcoholism, and. child maltreatment. For those
social workers who have moved easily from a suburban upbringing to
work as a social worker in a tough neighborhood, the effect is to come
face to face with powerful social forces which were much less visible
in their communities of origin. povert¡r, alcoholism, and child abuse
are a part of the culture of many of the clients and the transition to
working in this environment is not easy for new child protection
workers. This experience is an introduction for some informants to
the discourse on the social construction of child protection services.
The matter of how society organiaes itself for the surweillance of
families for indications of child maltreatment has a long history
which continues to evolve. one current form of that surveillance is
by the development of risk assessment method.s.

Four themes emerged as common
participants: the gap between social work
central role of cross cultural experience in

and substantive to the
theory and practice, the

this work, the importance
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of supervision, and lastly the variatíon in the use of a risk assessment
methodolory. The gaps between social work theory and practice will
always exist to some degree. The idea of a unity of experience, one
where both theory and practice are more closely approximated seems
to be a reasonable goal for those who teach theory or practice skills.
This view is weli supported by the fìndings from the informants.

It is more likely than not that a child protection worker will
start off his or her career working with a child from another culLure.
This practical reality is a setting with the special d.emands and skills
required of those who do chitd protection work. The work is difficult
at the best of times, even in one's own culture. Add another factor,
namely working in a different culture, and the stage is set for very
demanding work.

supervision may be the most criticat component to a good
transition to this kind of work. The informants told. of sl¡.ccess or
failure as an employee stemming from this relationship. Training
programs designed to strengthen supervision seem obvious. while
good supervision is highly valued, the same can not be said for risk
estimation. It is recognized as usefi:l but not as a priorit¡r nor as an
item for the first step in the new career of child protection workers.

The challenges and frustrations of child protection have been
described, but it is important to finish on a note of optimism for this
view is one which emerges in the interviews. one staff, when asked.
nVhat do you enjoy most about your work?" replied:

Certainly seeing the strength in people, seeing
that despite everything that goes on in this worlã
and in these people's lives...I think that I have
been able to find something outstanding about
everyone that I have worked with and something
really exciting. I think that I have learned a tot
from my clients as I try and help them learn from
what I have been able to gather here in life so far.
IVe certainly learned from them and they have
gained a lot. So, being able to get into people's
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environments and to work with them to achieve
something, to see something better for families and
for children and I think that there ís just no way
of even describing accurately of how that makei
me feel. To see when something good does
happens from the work that I have done with the
family.
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WINNIPEG CHILD AND F'AMILY SER\rICES
SER'I.ES À L'trxre* gr À LA FAMILLE DE \ryrNNIpEc

Exncurrvp Ornce / Bunnau AourxrsrRATrF

Dr. Eric Sigurdson, M.D., FRCPC
Deparhent of Community Health Sciences
Faculty of Medicine
University of Manitoba
750 Bannatyne Avenue
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3E 0W3

Dear Dr. Sigurdson:

I have presented your proposal to Executive Management who have endorsed our participation
in your thesis study. There are several points we would like to confirm. First, we would request
that staff interviews occur during the work day. second, that the study be longinrdinal (as we
previously discussed). Third, that at the appropriate tims, the Agency wiil send a letter to all staff
noting your thesis study and advising that participation is votuntary

I look forward to the start of this very interesting study.

Yours sincerely,

September 74,7998

J. I^ance Barber,
Chief Executive Off,rcer

JLBldr

14- I WcsleyAvcnue
'innipcg, Mar¡¡toba R3C 4C6
:lcphone: 9444438 Fax: 9444395

l, avenuc Wcslcy, Bureau 404
Winnipeg (Maniroba) R3C 4C6

Tèlèphone: I 444439 Tèlècopicur: 944 439 s

Hclen Haylcs, Prcsidcnt J. Lancc Barbcr, Chief Exccutivc Officcr
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WINNIPEG CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES

Execurrvn Orrrcn
MEMORAND UM

J. Lance Barber, Chief Executive Officer

December 2, t998

TIIE CTJLTIJRE OF CHILD PROTECTION WORK

TO:

FROM:

DATE:

RE:

Dr. Eric Sigurdson from the University of Manitoba, Faculfy of Community Health Sciences, is
currently working on a project "The Culture of Child Protection Work'. The Executive
Management of the Agency has endorsed the Agency's participation in his thesis study and this
study has been approved by the Ethics Comminsg of the University of Manitoba. The purpose
of the thesis is to learn about the nature and culture of child protection work in Winnipeg from
the perspective of recent graduates of the Faculty of social work.

The objectives of the study will be to describe the formal and informal E¿ining and learning of
employees who have recently completed 1 - 2 years as a child protection worker in Winnipeg.
AIso to explore, in a restrospective fashion, how they perceive their values have sh¡nged. from
the cultural values rhat were there before they commenced work as a Social Worker for Winnipeg
Child and Femily Services and after 1 - 2 years in this occupation. A Participant Information
Sheet is attached for your information.

To commence this process, we selected from our payroll system employees who have been in the
employ of the Agency for under 3 years and who, to the best of our knowledge, are recent
graduates from the Faculty of Social Work. In order to meet the participant criteçia,- prospective
participants must possess either a B.S.W. or an M.S.V/. and are recent employees to child
protection work. From the information we compiled, it appears that you meet the criteria that Dr.
Sigurdson was looking for to complete his rebea¡ch. Dr. Sigurdson will select randomly from the
names provided and will be in touch with you to canvas your interest. Participation is voluntary
and is confidential. If selected, Dr. Sigurdson will arrange a personet interview for L LtZ to Z
hours of duration which will be conducted on Agency time. I would like to stress that your
responses are confidential and for the sole purpose of assisting Dr. Sigurdson with his research.

J. Lance Barber
Chief Executive Off,icer
Encl.
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Ethics Approval



NAME: Dr. E. Sigurdson REFERENCE: E98:280

YOURPROJECT ENTITLED:

DATE: October Z,l99g

The Culture of Child Protection Work

o ResearchStud¡'(undated)
o Participant fnfornration and Consent Form (undated)

FIAS BEEN APPROVED BY TI{E COMMTTEE AT TTIEIRMEETING OF:

September 28,1998

COMMTTEE PRO\TISOS OR LIMITATIONS :

A.pproved as per I'orrr letter dated September 2Zrlggg

fou may be asked at irttenals for a statrs reporl Any signiñcant changes of the protocol shor¡td be reported to the chairman for thebmmittee's considerario¡l in advance of implementation of such changes.

the Faarlty commiuee on the use of Human Subjects in Research of The univenity of Manitoba opentes in accordance with Gcp
;uidelines and anl'applicable laus and rcgulations.

r* TrrT's rs FoR THE ETHICS OF EIIMAN USE ONLY. r'oR Tm T.0GISTTCS OF PERFORMTNG TEF,. STIrDy,
IPPROVAL SHOULD BE SOUGHT FROM Tm RET,EVANT INSTITUTTON,IF REQTIIRED.

ìincerely yours,

ITTE IJNT\GRSITY OF MANITOBA

)r. S. Macdonald
lhair,
;aculty Committee on tlle Use of
Fluman Subjects i¡r Research

'lease quote tlre nbove ethics rcfere¡rce number on all corresponclence.
nquiries shoulcl be directed to Theresa Kennedy
'elephone: 789-32-i-í F a.x: 789-3942
-mail:
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LINTVERSITY OF MANTTOB A
Participant Information Shee t

ProjectTitle: The Culture of Child prorection Work

Investigator: E.S. Sigurdson MD FRCPC Phone: (204) 787-7469

+IBqse To learn about the nature and culture of chitd protection work in
winnipeg from the perspective of recent graduates of social work.

Obigctivgs There.is very little information on the culture of child protection
work and the adaptation thãt recent graduates, who become employeå in tfrir ft"t¿,
must make. It is impo-rtant to learn more about the culrure otcËitOþrot.òtiãn---
services, particularly fro,1n a perspective of leaming about how stafi oeuerop
knowledge-in a-cross culn¡ral setting. Thus the obj"ectives are:(1) to describe the formal and iñforrnat training and ieaming of employees who
recentlycompleædIto2yeaISqsa9hit{proæctioîworkerinivinnipð
(?) to explore in-a retrospective fashion how they perceive their rålíes have
changed fr.om lhe cultural values that were there befórè work started and afær one to
two years in this occupation by looking at the narratives of the informants.

Process This study was introduced by means of a letter from The Executive
Office of Winnipeg Child and Family Servióes, stating that the staff intervi"*. *ill
9c9.u{ 9uq"g the work day, that participation is volunáry, and no i¿enrincation óf
individual responses will occur. 

-Meetings 
will occur at iÉe participants ;ifiÄ;, u

private roo.ry þ that office where the intõrview can occur wiihout ôthers firprine.
First we will introduce ourselves, and then the nature of the inqui.y *ill
explained. If we a-gree to, proceed, the Consent witl be signed a"¿ ttte inærview
will occur a week later. Arrangements will be made to híve sufficient time set aside
for the interview that if it went on for longer than expected, it would not be
intemrp.æd unnecessa¡ily. The interviewïil last berweeí 1.0 to 1.5 hours. Some
notes will be taken during the inærview, but as little as needed, so as to not ¿isturb
the flow of conversation- The tape recorder will be used durin! tfre i"i.*ið*. 

-1"fr.

notes will be reviewed shortly a!ær ttrey.arg wrinen, and a prelfiinary iõpon -
dictated.that day from.tho-se fìndings. Íhe interview tapes'*iu ue ttu-árç1iu"o. The
tapeswill be-kept in a locked securè container when noi used for tt*r.tiptión. fn"
container will be left in- a locked room, to which the public does not have access.
Once transcripúon has been compleæd, ttre tapes *ü be erased. If ¿ir."i fióiãr'*.
us.ed, they. will be provided withõut speakers names, nor with identifying äãtu * to
who said it.

This study will aggregate the data of individuals and have no effecr
on employmenl
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TINTVERSITY OF MANTTOBA
Informed Consent Form

ProjectTitle: The Culture of Child proæction Work

Investigator: E.s. Sigurdson MD FRCpc phone: (204)7g7-7469

The puqpose.of thjs inærview is to increase understanding of practitioner
experiences in child protection work. There witl be one írærvie*. Quóstions will
be as.ke{.rggarding.your work and raining.for it. some of ttre inæruiew-mäy uå'
taped. This tape will not be shared with õthers, but the final reporl containins
anonymous quotations, will be accessible to you at the end of riie siudy. a

F.i" may be no direct benefits to^ygy- as a participant of this,srudy, but there may
Q qlanges.in the undersranding of chnd praïtitionèr work fo[owiig rËçgm-pËi6"
of this study.

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT I, , , , , (prinr name),
hereby agree to participaæ as a uo

I hereby give permission to be inærviewed and for part of it to be tape-recorded. I
understand that, at the^completion of the research, tîre tape wiil be ài^.ã. ï ---
understand that the l1rfo1Tu{on may be summarized in rèport rorrn, uui.yì*.
will not be associated wirh the reseärch.

I understand that I am free to not answer any specific questions during the
interviews. I also understand that I am freeio wit¡¿raw my consent and terminate
my participation at any time, without penalry.

I have been given the opportunity to ask whaæver questions I desi¡e, and all such
questions have been answered to my satisfaction. ^

Changes (if any)

Participant

Witness

Resea¡cher

Daæ
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Re on Alleqed cally & Sexuaily Abused Children in nitoba
Source 1995/96 I 996/97 I 997/98

Child and Family Services Agencies
Winnipeg Child and Family Services
Child and Family Services of Central Manitoba
Child and Family Services of Western Manitoba
Jewish Child and Family Service
Churchill Health Centre

848
195

98
16

0

971
159
54
17
0

1,291
371

86
14

0

Native Agencies
Dakota Ojibway Child and Famíly SeMces
West Region Child and Family Services
Southeast Child and Family Services
Anishinaabe Child and Family Services _ East
Anishinaabe ChÍld and Family Services _ West
Awasis Agency of Northern Manitoba
Cree Nation Child and Family Caring Agency
lsland Lake Filst Nations Family Servicõs'

207
156
72
28
15

174

116
183
83
41
21

199
213
115
33
32

89

Sub-Total 652 444 681

RegionalOffices
Eastman
lnterlake
Parkland
Norman

15
117
89

b
66
85

4
88
90

75 49

Sub-Total 402 278 962

Total 2,211 '1.923 2,805

Age of Ghitd
Under 1 year
1 - 3 years
4 - 10 years
1l - 15 years
16 and over
Unknown

31
250
968
600
102
260

34
231
880
572
157
49

63
276

1,363
809
294

0
Total 2,211 1,923 2,805

Sex of Child
Male
Female
Unknown

790
1,227

194

847
1,064

12

1 ,139
1,666

0
Total

I lsland Lake First Nations Family services was incorporated as a child and family services agency onApril 17, 1997.
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Service Statistics for 1998/99

Open Caseloads as ar March i l, I999

Conrnrunity and Family Services
Voluntary Farn i ly Services
Post Legal Adoption Services
Expectant Parent Services

Total Voluntary Service Open Cases

Protective Fa mily Services

Plotective Family Services
# Children Involved
# Children in Care
# Children Nor in Care

Expectant parent Services

Total Protective Service Open Cases

l 996

t,022
2,039

550

1997

280
1,490

160

1998

347
1,5t4

138

r 999

220
t,562

t2l

3,61I

Not Available
Not Available
Not Available
Not Available
Not Available

I,930 l,ggg 1,903

2,926
7,il0
1,376

5,734
r30

2,837 2,309
7.287 6,691
I,285 t,398
6,002 5,283

170 152

Not Available 3,056 3,007 2.461

Note * Children in Care Cases at end of the Fiscal Year include 3l children under Orders of Supervision (for other
Agencies in the Province) and 106 children under Courr Orders of Supervision.
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Children In Care Open Cases
Total Days Care for the Year

Total Select (Agency) Adoptions during year

Licenced Foster Homes and Places of Safety
Managed by the Agency

SERVICE STATISTICS 98i99 (Cont.)

I 996

2,707
753,449

92

1997 1998 t999

2,693 2,599 2,620
749,474 759,525 757,975

I,007 I,002 1,031

FiscalYear
r 999)

Vol. Surrender of Guardianship O.5y"

787t86

I,152

Ch¡ldren ln Care - 1999/99
(Ay Log6¡ Sr¡ru3 a6 ot Marcñ 3i

Appr6honsion l S.BZo

Temporary Wards 15.29l"
Protect¡on Agreement 1 7.72o

Other 6.O7"

Parm a nent W ards 45.Oy"

11
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